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Abstract
Although knowledge of molecular genetics in cardiac inherited diseases (CID) has changed
dramatically in recent years, the detection and clinical management of these conditions have
changed little.

Aims
To focus on four key clinical areas relating primarily to familial long QT syndrome; (1) the family
history in detection, (2) Holter recordings in detection and risk stratification, (3) adherence to betablocker therapy and (4) the side effects of left cardiac sympathetic denervation.

Methods
Patients enrolled with the New Zealand Cardiac Inherited Disease Registry were eligible for
inclusion. Case notes were reviewed, electronic records audited and Holter monitors, ECGs and
patient surveys conducted.

Findings
Taking a multigenerational family history increases detection of cardiac inherited diseases but is
done poorly amongst general cardiology teams. Measurements of repolarisation on Holter monitors
are highly repeatable, reflect disease status and clinical risk better than the initial ECG, and indicate
those at low risk of symptoms and cardiac arrest. Beta-blocker adherence is suboptimal in half the
Auckland LQTS population. Morbidity and patient satisfaction are both very high following left
cardiac sympathetic denervation for LQTS and catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular
tachycardia.

Conclusions
The detection of CIDs and risk stratification and treatment of LQTS can be improved through
refinements of clinically available tools. The cardiac sympathectomy is well tolerated despite side
effects. Further research is needed to improve adherence to beta-blocker therapy.
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Preface
Familial long QT syndrome (LQTS) is an inherited disorder of cardiac ion channels affecting
approximately 1 in 2500.(1) Hundreds of disease causing variants in at least 13 cardiac ion genes
are known to cause LQTS.(2, 3) Individuals may present with arrhythmic syncope or sudden
cardiac death, or may never manifest clinical signs of the condition.(4) This marked phenotypic
variation, resulting largely from the underlying genetics(5-16) contributes to the challenges of
diagnosis and risk stratification of LQTS.(17)
Diagnosis can be made through history taking (both personal and family), cardiac investigations
(such as 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) and exercise stress test (EST)) and/or by performing
appropriate genetic testing.(18, 19) Risk stratification depends on personal history of symptoms,
longest QTc recorded on 12-lead ECG and specific genetic variants.(20, 21) Management includes
life-style modification,(22, 23) medical therapy which is most commonly beta-blockade,(24) and
surgical/interventional including the left cardiac sympathetic denervation(25) and implantation of
cardiac defibrillators.(18, 26) Once an individual has been diagnosed with LQTS, screening of their
first degree relatives may identify up to 8-9 affected family members per proband,(27, 28) who can
then have their own risk assessed and reduced.
Rate of progression of genetic knowledge greatly exceeds that of clinical knowledge and
management. Thus, the emphasis of this thesis is to focus on the clinical aspects of LQTS, a
condition which we know to be the most common identifiable cause of sudden cardiac death in the
young.(29-31) A clinician must make a diagnosis through taking a thorough family history and
physical examination including special tests. Management includes both medical and surgical
treatment. The theme of this thesis is the clinical investigation and management of familial LQTS.
Chapter 1. This chapter is based on a literature review discussing the diagnosis of LQTS: clinically,
electrocardiographically, with challenge tests and Holter monitors, and genetically.(19) Risk
stratification and management using lifestyle modifications, medication(32, 33) and surgical
interventions(34) are also reviewed. Included in this section is a review article I wrote, discussing
the role of beta blockers in children with LQTS.(32)
Details regarding each study’s methodology and statistical analysis are included in the relevant
subsequent chapters, rather than in this introduction.
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Chapter 2 includes a publication I led describing the impact of improving family history taking of
cardiology inpatients by cardiology staff in the detection of cardiac inherited disease.(35) At the
time, there was no literature about the role of trained cardiogenetic healthcare professionals working
with inpatients. We compared the family histories recorded by inpatient cardiology teams with a
multigenerational family tree obtained by specially trained allied health professions over a 6 month
period in two tertiary adult cardiac units. Admitted patients, where the aetiology of their presenting
condition was unknown, were sought out, and their family history was taken by the cardiogenetic
healthcare professional. This was then compared with the family history gathered by the inpatient
team. Our team found that, of the 37 patients, the family history was incompletely elicited by the
treating doctors in 46% and absent in the remainder. In contrast, 29 patients (78%) were able to
provide a full minimum 3 generation family history to the coordinator; 12 of which (41%) were
strongly consistent with a diagnosis of a cardiac inherited disease. Overall, the diagnostic rate of
familial diseases rose from 8 to 32%, demonstrating the powerful diagnostic value of taking a family
history in the inpatient cardiology setting.
Chapter 3 centres around a publication examining a new Holter monitor technique to diagnose
LQTS and assess risk of cardiac arrest in families presenting with possible LQTS. This paper is
currently under peer review. We began by collecting normative data in adults and children, testing
the reproducibility of the method and formulating normal ranges. The key findings of this aspect of
the study are firstly the excellent repeatability of the technique, particularly RTPc (a measurement of
ventricular repolarisation from the beginning of the R-wave to the peak of the T-wave), which is
much better than clinical interpretation of the 12 lead ECG. Secondly, adult men seem to have
shorter repolarisation than women or children suggesting testosterone rather than female gonadal
hormones plays a significant role in ventricular repolarisation. The second aspect of this study was
to determine the utility of this test in diagnosis and risk stratification of individuals potentially
affected by LQTS. We found that with this simple and reproducible technique sensitivity of LQTS
diagnosis was much higher than with an ECG performed at any stage, and that there was a 100%
negative predictive value for the occurrence of cardiac arrest. Therefore, performing this test at
initial clinical assessment (with rapidly available results) may facilitate accurate diagnosis and risk
stratification without waiting for life threatening symptoms or a prolonged QTc on 12-lead ECG to
occur.
Chapter 4. The aim of the work published and included in this chapter was to describe beta-blocker
adherence and predictors thereof, amongst patients with LQTS types 1 and 2.(36) This is because
long-term uninterrupted beta-blockade significantly reduces cardiac events in LQTS, but data on
non-adherence are scarce, and are quantified only on the day of cardiac arrest in LQTS literature. I
vi

reviewed linked data from electronic health and pharmacy dispensing records for 90 patients with
LQTS 1 and 2 who reside in Auckland, over a 34month period. For each patient, the medication
possession ratio (MPR: proportion of follow-up days patients were dispensed beta-blocker) was
calculated. Adequate adherence was characterised by an MPR³0.8 and ideal as MPR=1.0. Clinical
and demographic features were assessed to determine if they predicted adherence. Concerningly
and surprisingly, we found that suboptimal adherence was recorded in 51%. Ideal adherence was
present in only 13%, and adequate in 49%. 10% of patients never took up a prescription. No
clinical or demographic features studied predicted adherence.
Chapter 5. The publication included in this chapter was the first in the literature describing the side
effects of a surgical procedure to reduce risk in familial LQTS and catecholaminergic polymorphic
ventricular tachycardia (CPVT).(34) An editorial was written about this paper.(37) The procedure
(left cardiac sympathetic denervation, LCSD) is performed videoscopically by a cardiothoracic
surgeon, and reduces risk of cardiac syncope and sudden death in those with arrhythmia disorders.
Recent publications have shown its efficacy, but there was no literature regarding the physical and
psychological consequences of LCSD. I contacted all patients who had had this procedure
performed for LQTS or CPVT in New Zealand and completed a telephone survey with them. I
found that post-operative morbidity was reported by 95%: 66% reported dryness on their left-hand
side, 59% a Harlequin-type (unilateral) facial flush, 55% contralateral hyperhidrosis, 39%
differential hand temperatures, 11% permanent and 9% transient ptosis, 11% thermoregulation
difficulties, 9% a sensation of left arm paraesthesia, and in 7%, a loss of the sympathetic flight/fright
response. Despite the frequency of side effects, the majority of patients were happy with the
procedure (86%), 75% felt safer, and 91% recommended the procedure to others.
Chapter 6 is a brief review of the studies and their clinical importance and suggests future areas of
study.
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Chapter One: Clinical Assessment and Management of
Familial Long QT Syndrome, a Review of the Literature.

Clinical Diagnosis of Familial Long QT Syndrome
History
Clinical features of LQTS relate to the arrhythmia Torsades de Pointes (TdP), and include
arrhythmogenic syncope or cardiac arrest (either resuscitated or resulting in sudden unexpected
death).(38) Most commonly, individuals are detected as a result of family screening, but in those
presenting with symptoms, syncope is most common.(36, 38-40)
Differentiating syncope caused by LQTS as opposed to other causes can provide a diagnostic
challenge.(39) Features more commonly present in LQTS patients compared with others presenting
with syncope to emergency departments include: a personal or family history of syncope; family
history of sudden cardiac death (SCD) or cardiovascular disease; prodromal palpitations and
syncope whilst supine (including during sleep(29)), during emotional stress or immediately after
exercise. These characteristics should be addressed in the history of all presenting with syncope,
and if found, should initiate close assessment of the QTc, potentially supplemented with expert
advice.(39)
Unfortunately, LQTS can also be misdiagnosed, most commonly as a seizure disorder.(17, 38, 41)
Suspicion should be particularly high when the “seizure” was nocturnal.(41) Data from New
Zealand has shown that this delay in diagnosis and lack of treatment results in preventable deaths in
probands and their families.(41)
A family history should be elicited concentrating on sudden unexpected death, placement of cardiac
debribrillators, and cardiac events during swimming.(35) Suspicious deaths include sudden
unexplained death in a young family member (particularly <40years old), after a (near) drowning in
a strong swimmer, unexplained motor vehicle accident or sudden unexpected and unexplained
death.
There is relevant interest in young sudden unexplained death because it is believed these deaths are
often arrhythmic,(42, 43) and indeed when genetic testing is performed in this group of decedents
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(termed “molecular autopsy”), inherited ion channel complex diseases such as LQTS are identified
in up to one third of subjects.(30, 31) A recent publication originating in New Zealand and
Australia, prospectively studied 490 unexplained sudden cardiac deaths among children and young
adults aged 1 to 35 years.(29) Whilst the following definitions vary between studies, in this paper,
sudden cardiac death was defined as a sudden unexpected death in an otherwise healthy person
within one hour after the onset of symptoms, or, when unwitnessed, within the 24 hours after the
person was last seen in good health. Unexplained sudden cardiac death was defined as sudden
cardiac death for which no cause was identified after a complete and comprehensive autopsy
including histological and toxological studies. The annual incidence of sudden cardiac death was
1.3 cases per 100 000, and 72% were men. Most commonly, the deaths were unexplained (40%,
structurally normal heart and no cause of death was found), followed by coronary artery disease
(24%), inherited cardiomyopathies (16%, including dilated, hypertrophic and arrhythmogenic),
myocarditis (7%) and aortic dissection (4%). Death most commonly occurred during sleep (38%) or
at rest (27%). Unexplained sudden cardiac death was more common in women or girls, in younger
people (especially in 1-5 year olds), and during sleep or at night. When genetic testing for cardiac
arrhythmia and cardiomyopathy genes was performed on the blood sample of 113 of these cases,
27% had either pathogenic or probably pathogenic variants detected. In 13% of 91 families who
were clinically investigated for inherited arrhythmogenic disease, a definite clinical diagnosis was
made (LQTS, CPVT, short QT syndrome, primary conduction disease, ARVC, DCM, LVNC).(29)

Electrocardiogram
Delayed ventricular myocyte repolarisation, manifested by a prolonged QT interval on the 12-lead
ECG is the hallmark of LQTS. As heart rate varies in response to sympathetic effects, the QT
interval needs to be “corrected” according to heart rate.
I have written and published a paper: “How to measure a QT interval” which is included here (in
press Medical Journal of Australia).

Abstract
•

A prolonged QT interval is associated with risk of sudden cardiac death and may be seen in

familial long QT syndrome (LQTS), or secondary to a variety of conditions and some medications.
•

Identification of a long QT interval allows institution of risk reduction therapies in

individuals, and if appropriate, in their pre-symptomatic relatives.
•

There is no universally accepted method to measure and correct the QT interval and it is

prone to repeatability error, even between experts.
2

•

Optimal repeatability of QT measurement is achieved when LQTS experts measure the QT

and RR interval of 3-5 consecutive beats manually on several good quality ECGs, take the average
value, use the tangent technique to determine the end of the T-wave, and focus on leads II and V5.
•

Techniques which assist accurate measurement and clinical diagnosis include referencing

neighbouring leads to determine end of the T-wave and exposing latent QT prolongation by
measuring QTc after standing or in the recovery phase of an exercise test.
•

Many QT correction formulae exist, all have limitations, but the most commonly used, and

the one associated with most outcome data in LQTS, is the Bazett formula. Here, the QT interval is
divided by the square root of the preceding RR interval.
•

In addition to quantitative measurement, qualitative assessment of T-wave morphology

should be undertaken. For example, characteristic T-waves are broad in familial Long QT type 1,
bifid in Long QT type 2 and late onset in Long QT type 3.
An abnormally prolonged QT interval is associated with an increased risk of sudden cardiac
death.(18) Some professional bodies recommend national population based screening programs to
detect QT prolongation.(40) Familial LQTS may remain undetected because of misdiagnosis (for
example, as a seizure disorder),(41) or through failure to measure the QT interval correctly.(44)
Psychiatrists fear the QT prolongation that is caused by many psychotropic medications,(45) and it
can also be seen during periods of hypothermia, electrolyte imbalance (such as hypokalaemia,
hypomagnesaemia and hypocalcaemia), in the setting of raised intracranial pressure, post cardiacarrest, or other medications such as type 1A, 1C and III antiarrhythmics, antihistamines and
macrolide antibiotics.
Despite its importance in both diagnosing and risk stratifying in LQTS, research shows that two
physicians cannot measure the same QT interval and get the same result; an observation that also
includes cardiac electrophysiologists.(17, 44) There is no universally accepted agreement about
how to measure the QT interval; which 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) leads to include,(46, 47)
how many beats to measure(48) or which heart rate correction formula to use.(48) Two large
international familial long QT registries measure the end of the T-wave in different ways such that
one has an average QT interval (454ms)(49) 40msec below the other (494ms).(50) Furthermore, the
QT interval has been shown to vary minute to minute, beat to beat, and day by day.(48, 51)
Due to these problems, guidance as to how to obtain accurate and reproducible QT measurements is
a matter of opinion, and experience. It has been said that experience is making the same mistake
with more confidence. To a degree that must be true of what we do, but perhaps if we always do it
the same way, it doesn’t matter so much. The following paragraphs include some simple tips for QT
3

assessment. This Narrative Review used Medline review of original papers and review articles from
1920-2016 as well as specialist society publications and guidelines from the Heart Rhythm
Society/European Heart Rhythm Society/Asia Pacific Heart Rhythm Society(18) and Cardiac
Society of Australia and New Zealand to formulate an evidence-based overview of the topic, as
applied to clinical practice.(19)

Some Principles:
1. Make measurements on a good quality ECG
2. For uncertain cases obtain a second or third ECG
3. Manually measure QT
4. Become accustomed to normal T-wave appearance, and be suspicious of unusual shapes
5. Use the Tangent technique to determine the end of the T-wave
6. Be aware of bifid T-waves and U-waves
7. Focus on leads II and V5
8. Consider referencing leads II and V5 to other neighbouring leads when the end of the Twave is hard to define.
9. Consider techniques to expose latent QT prolongation (standing test, exercise test, Holter)
10. Consider which correction method is most appropriate
11. Interpret borderline QTc (corrected QT interval) values in the context of pre-test probability
12. Consider seeking expert advice

Make Measurements on a Good Quality ECG
QTc calculation is prone to error,(44) so ensuring a quality ECG with flat baseline, minimal artifact
with high resolution (not faxed) helps accurate measurement. When possible, QTc measurement is
best done during stable sinus rhythm. This is because heart rate changes due to emotional or
postural changes, sinus arrhythmia, ventricular ectopic beats, and arrhythmias such as atrial
fibrillation all affect accuracy of QT correction,(52-54) as does the presence of bundle branch block
and Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome.(55) We would advise against the non-specialist measuring
QT in these latter two instances.
In athletes, when the heart rate is less than 50 beats per minute (BPM), some light aerobic activity
increasing the heart rate to 60-90 BPM, increases the accuracy of Bazett correction.(56)

For Uncertain Cases Obtain a Second or Third ECG
QT interval varies constantly and under various influences.(48, 51, 57) Therefore, an individual
may have a normal or borderline QTc one moment/day, and a prolonged one the next. A repeat
4

ECG on the same day can be helpful, but if there is no urgency, 2 -3 repeat ECGs over a few days or
weeks can help in arriving at the correct conclusion in borderline cases.

Manually Measure QT
Whilst the automatic algorithms used to measure the QT interval on commercial ECG machines are
mostly accurate, significant measurement errors are not uncommon (see Figure 1).(54) As well,
some automatic reporting systems suppress the QT prolongation statement if the heart rate is greater
than 100 beats per minute which is misleading for those people who rely on the automatic reports
for guidance. Therefore we recommend manual measurement to the nearest 5ms (one quarter of a
small square)(58) and referencing to normal values.(59) To increase accuracy, some advocate
taking the average QT of three to five consecutive QRS-T complexes from a single lead at a paper
speed of 50mm/sec.(48, 60) Despite this wisdom, this process is time consuming and we have not
routinely done this, choosing instead to take the longer of two measurements, one in lead II and one
in V5 and using a normal (25mm/sec) paper speed.

Figure 1: Difference between electronic (QTc 302ms) and manual QTc (QTc 667ms) measurements in an ECG
demonstrating T-wave alternans.
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Become Accustomed to Normal T-wave Appearance, and be Suspicious of Unusual
Shapes
In addition to quantitative QTc assessment, qualitative T-wave assessment can provide specific
(0.90, PPV, 0.92 but insensitive 0.48) support to identifying someone with LQTS.(61, 62)
Characteristic T-wave findings in the three most common types of LQTS include broad T-waves in
LQT1, bifid T-waves in LQT2 and late onset T-waves in LQT3, and are seen in 88% of LQT1 and
LQT2 carriers and 65% of LQT3 carriers.(61) They are more likely to be seen in symptomatic
patients.(63) See Figure 2, 3 and 4 respectively).
Four characteristic ECG patterns are seen in LQT1: (1) infantile (2) broad based T-wave, (3) normal
appearing T-wave and (4) a late onset normal appearing T-wave. Infantile pattern ECGs are usually
seen up to the age of two years, but in the case of LQT1 individuals, were seen up to the age of five.
Findings included fast heart rate, right ventricular predominance, a short ST-segment merging with
the upslope of the T-wave and bifid T-waves (with the second bump producing the peak of the Twave). The decent of the T-wave is steep. In the second pattern of broad based T-waves, which are
seen particularly well in the precordial leads, the T-wave had a single smooth peak and was broad
based (exacerbated by a lack of defined T-wave onset). Normal appearing T-waves were just that.
In the final type: late onset normal appearing T-waves; the ST-segment was noted to be long with a
normal appearing T-wave following.(61) See Figure 2.

Figure 2: LQT1 is characterised by broad based T-waves
6

Characteristic LQT2 ECGs (Figure 3) demonstrated four types of low-amplitude bifid T-waves:
obvious, subtle (two types), and finally low amplitude and widely split. In obvious bifid T-waves,
the second component is usually placed early in the downslope of the first. The subtle bifid Twaves are of two types, either when the second component occurs at the top of the first, or when it
occurs on the downslope of the T-wave. These must be carefully sought. In the final type of bifid
T-wave, the second component of the T-wave merges with the U-wave to form the low-amplitude
and widely split bifid T-wave.(61)

Figure 3: LQT2 is characterised by bifid T-waves
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In LQT3 there are two typical findings on ECG, seen in Figure 4. The most common pattern seen is
of a late onset/narrow peaked and/or biphasic T-wave. It has a distinct onset and offset with a steep
downslope. Alternatively, an asymmetrical peaked T wave, also with a steep downslope is seen.(61)

Figure 4: LQT3 is characterised by late onset T-waves

Of note, T-wave alternans is also diagnostic of LQTS. It represents extreme electrical instability
and identifies an individual at high risk.(64) See Figure 1.

Focus on Leads II and V5
Measurements are made in leads II and V5 because QTc in these leads correlates best with genotype
status in long QT syndrome, either alone or in combination,(65) and results are highly
repeatable.(58) Furthermore, a consistent approach is required because T-wave projection and noise
varies between the leads.(47) We use the longer of these two measurements.(40)

Use the “Tangent Technique”
The end of the T-wave (which can be difficult to define)(46) can be most reproducibly ascertained
using the “teach the tangent” method, where a line/tangent is drawn down the steepest slope of the
terminal limb of the T-wave. The end of the T-wave is defined by the intersection of this line with
the baseline(66) (which is measured as the T-P or P-R segments on a standard ECG,(67) or on an
exercise test as the Q-Q line).(58) See Figures 5 and 6 respectively.
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QT
RR
Figure 5: QT correction method on 12-lead ECG. Measure the QT interval using "teach the tangent" and the
proceeding RR interval

Figure 6: QT correction method on exercise stress test. Define end of the T-wave using “teach the tangent”
method where the baseline is defined as the Q-Q line to provide a consistent reference for each QT interval(58)

Be Aware of Bifid T-waves and U-waves
Where a T-wave is bifid, the second peak should be included if it is at least half the amplitude of the
first using the “tangent method”.(68) See Figure 7. When a U-wave is present, if large (>50%
amplitude of the T-wave) and merging into the T-wave, it should probably be included, but excluded
if it is smaller or separate.(48) See Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Bifid T-wave where the second limb is >50% amplitude of the first and should be included

Figure 8: A prominent U-wave which should be excluded.

Consider Referencing Neighbouring Leads
The end of the T-wave can still be difficult to define after using the tangent technique, such as when
the T-wave is very flat. When this occurs, several approaches are possible. Firstly, drawing a
vertical line down through the two adjacent leads may help determine T-wave end, or measuring QT
in a non-traditional lead (such as leads I, III or V6) and taking the longest of these provides an
alternative.(67) See Figure 9. Avoid V1-V3, particularly in children and young adults (especially
females) where T-wave morphology is greatly variable.

10

??

Figure 9: Dropping a vertical line down through several leads can help determine T-wave end

Consider Techniques to Expose Latent QT Prolongation in Individuals who have FirstDegree Relatives with Familial LQTS and a Normal or Borderline QTc
A substantial proportion of individuals with familial LQTS may have QTc intervals within the
normal range.(69) Provocative testing to unmask QTc prolongation may be useful in some, but
there is a paucity of normative data, and validation in larger cohorts of affected patients is
required.(18)

The Standing Test
This is a relatively new technique, requiring validation and more normative data (especially in
children), but may add diagnostic information if a high pretest probability of LQTS exists. Record a
12-lead ECG when supine, ask the patient to briskly stand, and record another ECG approximately
10 seconds later. At this time, a tachycardia has resulted, and in those with LQTS the QT does not
adapt and shorten to the reduced RR interval as quickly as in normals.(70) Consequently, the QTc
interval increases much more in those with LQTS than those without (89±47 versus 50±30ms,
P<0.001). At maximal QT interval stretching (where the end of the T-wave is closest to the onset of
the following P-wave) individuals with LQTS can be identified with 90% sensitivity and 86%
specificity.(70) Characteristic LQTS T-wave morphology (such as bifid T-waves) may also be
revealed.(70)
11

Furthermore, when the heart rate has returned to baseline after standing, the QT interval shortens in
controls and lengthens in those with LQTS “QT stunning”.(71) Three quarters of LQTS subjects
had a longer QTc when the heart rate returned to baseline compared with the actual baseline QTc,
and 28% had at least a 50ms increase, significantly more than in the control population.(71)

The Exercise Test
On formal exercise testing, the QTc intervals of LQTS patients recorded during the recovery period
are usually longer than those of non-carriers,(62, 72) even if the patient is already taking betablockers.(73) A post exercise recovery QTc taken at 4 minutes that exceeds 480ms(62) is
supportive evidence of LQTS in adults.(74) When the resting and recovery QTcs are combined in a
screening algorithm, sensitivity was 0.92 and specificity 0.82.(62)
In children, a highly reproducible technique averages 4 consecutive QT intervals in lead II (where
the end of the T-wave is defined as the intersection of the tangent and a baseline of the Q-Q line, see
Figure 6). A QTc equal to or exceeding 500ms suggests LQTS. Because children’s heart rates
recover slower than adults,(58, 75) consider monitoring a more prolonged 7minutes of recovery: a
carefully measured average QTc exceeding 470ms at this point (after bicycle ergometry) suggests
LQTS.(75)
Predicting genotype is also possible. Individuals with LQT1 tend to have marked QTc prolongation
during exercise (65ms compared with 3ms for LQT2 and 5ms for LQTS negative subjects,
P<0.0001),(76) identifying those with LQT1 with a sensitivity of 0.81 and specificity of 0.90 if peak
exercise QTc exceeds 486ms.(62) Peak exercise can also be characterised by the development of
typical broad-based T-wave pattern at peak exercise (PPV 96%, NPV 72%).(77) Furthermore, a
prolonged QTc³460ms in early (1minute) recovery identifies individuals with LQT1 with a
sensitivity of 0.81 and specificity of 0.76.(62) In comparison, exercise test findings of those with
LQT2 include a QT hysteresis ³10ms (sensitivity 0.82 and specificity 0.55)(62) and the
development of bifid T-waves with a notch (PPV 80%, NPV 90%).(77) In the paediatric
population, a DQTc(7min-1min)>30ms predicts LQT2 versus LQT1 with a sensitivity of 75%,
specificity of 82% and PPV of 75%.(75)

Holter Monitor
Holter recordings are not yet standard in the diagnosis of LQTS but do hold promise. Holter QTc is
significantly longer in LQTS carriers compared to their gene negative relatives.(69, 78) It is also
possible to distinguish LQT1 and LQT2 using an entirely computerised analysis of T-wave
morphology.(79) A new method includes the concept of a “QT clock” allowing visualization of
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typical QTcs during the day for a population and monitoring changes in QTc for an individual
patient. It can facilitate assessment of how much an individual person spends with a prolonged QTc
which may have implications for risk assessment.(80)

Adrenaline Infusion
Two protocols can be used: Shimizu (bolus and brief infusion) or Mayo/Ackerman (incremental,
escalating infusion). Both protocols have been advocated to safely clarify diagnosis and phenotype
in an electrophysiology lab with defibrillator ready and in those who are not taking a betablocker.(81-83) Those with concealed LQT1 who are not on beta-blockers can be identified by a
paradoxical increase in QTc at peak adrenaline infusion (using the Mayo protocol) with a sensitivity
of 93%, specificity of 86%, PPV 76% and NPV of 96%. Whilst there are no adverse events relating
to the protocols reported, theoretical risks include proarrhythmia, hypertension, end-organ ischaemia
and lactic acidosis.(83, 84) There is very little data available in healthy controls.

Consider which Correction Method is Most Appropriate
There are many correction formulae available, but none are universally applicable, and all have
limitations resulting in over or under correction. Despite its flaws, the most commonly used
technique (for its simplicity and association with outcome data), and therefore the one we
recommend using, is the Bazett formula. Here, the QT (in seconds) is divided by the square root of
the preceding RR interval (in seconds).(85) Its main limitation is a variable effect on the correction
of the absolute QT interval that is dependent on heart rate. In borderline cases, it is wise to take an
average of 3-5 beats for both QT and R-R interval. The formula produces a shorter QTc at low heart
rates and a longer QTc at high heart rates.(86) Given these limitations, consideration can be given
to using other correction formulae, although there are few outcome data relating to these, and
comparison with relevant reference ranges is required.(87) As an example, the Frederica, Hodges
or Framingham formulae could be used and even genotype specific formulae exist for QT correction
in LQTS types 1 and 2.(88)

Interpret Borderline QTc Values in the Context of Pretest Probability
Whilst overt QTc prolongation can be diagnostic of LQTS,(18) the interpretation of borderline
values is challenging because of the considerable variation in clinical phenotype,(4) and because
data from controls is very varied.(58, 75) A borderline result (see Table 1) should be interpreted in
the context of the pre-test probability: a 12-lead ECG QTc of 450ms in a member of the general
population without a family history is most likely normal, but in the relative of someone with LQTS,
probably represents a diagnosis of LQTS. In this latter situation, calculation of the Schwartz Score
may be helpful.(74)
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Men

Women

Children

>500ms
(>480ms with
symptoms)

>500ms
(>480ms with
symptoms)

>500ms
(>480ms with
symptoms)

Prolonged QTc

>450ms

>470ms

>460ms

Borderline QTc

430-450ms

450-470ms

440-460ms

<430ms

<450ms

<440ms

QTc diagnostic of
LQTS

Normal QTc

Table 1: Borderline result interpreted in the context of the pre-test probability

Consider Seeking Expert Advice
This article aims to empower clinicians with techniques to most accurately determine QTc interval,
and for monitoring the effects of medications these should be adequate. However, because
assessment of QTc is so difficult in borderline cases, and values carry such high significance, the
involvement of a cardiologist specialised in LQTS may be best.(44) Such a physician will be
usually be found in a cardiac genetics clinic, which is where we advocate patients with suspected
familial LQTS are reviewed.(18, 19)

Conclusion
QTc measurement and correction is complex, but a standard approach allows improved
communication between clinicians. We would recommend that the QT is measured manually on at
least one good quality ECG in lead II or V5 using the “tangent technique”, incorporating large bifid
T-waves and U-waves, corrected with the Bazett formula. In borderline cases the ECG should be
repeated, and techniques considered to help expose latent QT prolongation such as exercise testing.

LQTS Scoring System
This clinical assessment can be formalised into the International LQTS Registry scoring system
(sometimes known as the Schwartz score).(74) This 1993-2011 LQTS Diagnostic Criteria is best
used in identifying individuals with a “reasonably high” pretest probability of being affected by
LQTS (and should not be used in those with a normal or borderline QTc).(74) LQTS can be
diagnosed with a LQTS risk score ≥3.5 in the absence of a secondary cause for QT
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prolongation.(18) It can also be used in selecting which individuals with a prolonged QTc should
undergo genetic testing.(74) See Table 2.(74)

Category

Characteristic

Points

ECG findings
In the absence of

QTc (Bazett: QTc=QT/√RR)

medications or disorders

QTc ≥ 480ms

3

known to affect these

QTc 460-479ms

2

ECG features

QTc 450-459ms (males)

1

QTc 4th minute of recovery from EST ≥ 480ms

1

Torsades de Pointes

2

Notched T-wave in 3 leads

1

Low heart rate for age (resting, less than 2nd centile for age)

0.5

Syncope with stress

2

Clinical history
(NB. Mutually exclusive with syncope)
Syncope without stress

1

(NB. Mutually exclusive with stress syncope)
Congenital deafness

0.5

Family members with definite LQTS

1

Family history
(NB. Same family member cannot be counted twice)
Unexplained sudden cardiac death below age 30
(NB. Same family member cannot be counted twice)

Score

Probability of LQTS

≤1

Low

1.5 - 3

Intermediate

≥ 3.5

High

Table 2: International LQTS Registry scoring system for diagnosing LQTS
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Cellular Electrophysiology of LQTS
To better understand the genetics and clinical phenotype of LQTS, an explanation of the cellular
electrophysiology follows.

Cardiac Action Potential
The cardiac action potential represents voltage changes in a single cardiac cell. It is generated from
sequential activation and deactivation of depolarizing inward sodium (Nav) and calcium (Cav)
channels and repolarizing outward potassium channels (Kv) and their resultant currents (INa, ICa,L, Ito
respectively). These electrical changes in individual cells, and the coordinated propagation of
electrical activity throughout the heart are responsible for the normal rhythm and mechanical
function of the heart.(89-91) See Figure 10.(89)
At its resting state (phase 4), the cardiac cell’s membrane potential is negative (approximately 85mV). Depolarisation (where the membrane potential becomes positive) begins with activation of
voltage-gated sodium (Na+) channels (Nav), allowing an influx of positive Na+ ions (the INa current)
and is represented by a rapid upstroke (phase 0). Phases 1-3 return the membrane potential to its
resting negative state causing the myocardium to repolarise. Phases 0-3 represent the time taken
from initial depolarisation to repolarisation, and this is called the action potential duration (APD).
In phase 1, inactivation of the Nav channels together with activation of the fast transient voltagegated outward potassium (K+) channels (Ito current) causes a transient repolarisation, seen on the
waveform as a “notch”. The long plateau of phase 2 is created by a balance of depolarizing L-type
inward Ca2+ voltage gated current (ICa,L enabling optimal excitation-contraction coupling) versus the
large efflux of K+ through outward rectifying K+ channels forming the rapid (IKr) and slow (IKs)
currents. During phase 3, the ICa,L inactivate and close, the IK1 become predominant, and the
membrane potential returns to its resting baseline, phase 4.(89, 90, 92)
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Figure 10: A: Typical LQT2 ECG, B: QT prolongation corresponds to prolonged APD which may cause EADs,
C: ion current dysfunctions liked with different LQTS types(89)

Cardiac Ion Channels, Their Currents and Links with LQTS
Sodium Channels, Depolarisation (Phase 1 of the Action Potential) and LQT3 and
LQT4
Cardiac sodium channels are voltage-gated, part of the “S4” superfamily of voltage-gated channels.
They are composed of a main a-subunit including four homologous subunits (I-IV) which are
attached to each other by cytoplasmic linker sequences.(93) The most common Nav a-subunit in
the heart is Nav1.5 (encoded by SCN5A) which underlies the rapid phase 0 depolarisation of the
action potential.(91)
In LQT3, disease causing variants disrupt the fast inactivation of the INa channel allowing a
persistent leak of sodium into the cell. This causes increased amplitude of the sustained component
of the INa, thereby prolonging the action potential duration (a “gain of function” variant).
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Furthermore, the Nav channel has many regulators, one of which is the actin cytoskeleton, and when
loss of function variants are present in ankyrin B, Ankyrin B syndrome (formerly LQT4) results.(91)

Potassium Channels, Repolarisation (Phases 2 and 3 of the Action Potential) and LQT1
and LQT2
Voltage-gated K+ channels (Kv) are composed of four pore-forming (a) subunits and a variety of
accessory subunits (b,g, and d). The a-subunits are six transmembrane-spanning domain proteins
(S1-6) and also belong to the “S4” superfamily.(91) They fall into one of three major subfamilies:
KvN.x (n=1 - 4), the HERG channel (KCNH2 gene) and KvLQT1 (KCNQ1 gene).(94)
There are two broad classes of repolarizing Kv current: transient outward K+ currents (Ito) and
delayed, outwardly rectifying K+ currents (IK). IK in turn has two prominent components: IKs (IK,slow)
and IKr (IK,rapid).(91)
The channel responsible for IKs is composed of a-subunits Kv7.1 (encoded by KCNQ1) and two bsubunits,(95) and the IKs current is only produced when Kv7.1 is co-expressed with the KCNE1encoded minK-subunit.(96)
Loss of function variants in KCNQ1 reduces the repolarizing IKs current and increase action
potential duration and subsequently the QT interval (LQT1).(89) The IKs current augments in the
presence of b-adrenergic stimulation, explaining both that cardiac events in those with LQT1 most
frequently occur during times of adrenergic stress(97) and that b-adrenergic antagonists help reduce
these events.(98)
The a-subunit of the IKs carrying channel is Kv11.1 which is encoded by KCNH2. Loss of function
variants in this gene impair trafficking of the Kv11.1 proteins to the sarcolemma, prolonging the
APD and cause LQT2.
The b-subunits associated with IKs and IKr and are affected in LQT5 and LQT6 (gene KCNE1 and
KCNE2 respectively). They modulate a-subunit functions such as gating and the response to
sympathetic stimulation and medications.(94)

Link Between Dysfunctional Ion Channels and Arrhythmia
The changes in the properties of the cardiac ion channels, such as those resulting from LQTS
variants, reduce repolarizing currents, thereby lengthening the action potential duration.
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Subsequently, the ICa,L is enhanced, the resultant Ca2+ overload activates the Na+-Ca2+ exchanger
current which causes early after-depolarisations triggering torsades de pointes.(89, 99)
Torsades de pointes is a form of polymorphic ventricular tachycardia, where beat-to-beat changes in
QRS morphology make the complex appear to twist around the baseline. It usually terminates
within seconds causing syncope, but can degenerate into ventricular fibrillation and cause sudden
cardiac death unless defibrillated.(99)

Genetics
The clinical phenotype of LQTS is diverse, ranging from cardiac arrest in infants, to “concealed”
phenotypically negative genotype positive adults,(100) and there are characteristic phenotypes for
each of the main three genotypes.(97) Presentation can vary within a family, and depends on
variable penetrance(5, 101) and expression.(102)
Genetic modifiers influencing disease susceptibility and clinical diversity relate to:
•

The primary pathogenic sequence variant (such as variant location,(6, 8) variant type,(9) and
biophysical effect;(7)

•

Secondary factors (for example single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in coding
regions,(10, 11) SNPs in non-coding regions,(12, 13) and specific variant location),(6, 8) and
finally;

•

The possibility of having more than one pathogenic sequence variant.(14, 15)

Specific efforts towards risk reduction should be directed to these higher risk individuals as
demonstrated by any of these genetic modifiers discussed.

Primary Variant:
Variant Location
Many hundreds of variants are already known to cause LQTS (present in approximately 70% of
phenotypically affected individuals).(103, 104) The majority of LQTS is caused by variants in one
of three genes: KCNQ1 (also known as KvLQT1), KCNH2 (historically known as the HERG or
human ether-a-go-go gene) and SCN5A resulting in LQTS types 1, 2 and 3 respectively (LQT1,
LQT2, LQT3). At least 10 more minor LQTS genes have also been identified and three multisystem
syndromic disorders associated with a prolonged QT interval are recognised (Ankyrin B syndrome
(formerly LQT4), Andersen-Tawil syndrome (ATS, formerly LQT7) and Timothy syndrome (TS,
formerly LQT8)) (see Table 3). LQTS genes are usually inherited in an autosomal dominant
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manner, but in 5-10% de-novo or sporadic germline variants are responsible, and the phenotype
tends to be particularly severe.(105)

LQTS

Gene

Type

Chromosome Protein

Functional

(locus)

effect

Major LQTS genes
LQT1
LQT2
LQT3

KCNQ1
KCNH2
SCN5A

11 (p15.5)
7 (p35-36)
3 (p21-p24)

IKs potassium channel a-

Loss of

subunit (Kv7.1)

function

IKr potassium channel a-

Loss of

subunit (Kv11.1)

function

Cardiac sodium channel

Gain of

a-subunit (Nav1.5)

function

MinK potassium channel

Loss of

b-subunit

function

MiRP1 potassium

Loss of

channel b-subunit

function

Caveolin 3

Loss of

Minor LQTS genes
LQT5
LQT6
LQT9

KCNE1
KCNE2
CAV3

21 (q22.1)
21 (q22.1)
3 (p25)

function
LQT10
LQT11

SCN4B
AKAP9

11 (q23.3)
7 (q21-q22)

Sodium channel b-4-

Loss of

subunit

function

Yotiao

Loss of
function

LQT12

SNTA1

20 (q11.2)

Syntrophin a 1

Loss of
function

LQT13

KCNJ5

11 (q24)

Kir3.4 subunit of IKACH

Loss of

channel

function

Multisystem syndromic disorders associated with a prolonged QT interval
LQT4

ANKB

4 (q25-q27)

Ankyrin B

(Ankyrin B

Loss of
function

syndrome)
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LQT7/ATS1

KCNJ2

17 (q23)

IK1 potassium channel

Loss of

(Kir2.1)

function

Voltage gated L-type

Gain of

(Timothy

calcium channel

function

syndrome)

(Cav1.2)

(AndersenTawil
syndrome)
LQT8/TS

CACNA1C

12 (p13.3)

Table 3: Genetic and molecular basis of long QT syndrome(64, 106)

Variant Type
Variant type can be categorised into missense (which account for approximately three quarters of
LQTS), and non-missense.(7, 100, 104) The latter broad subgroup includes frameshift (13%),
nonsense, splice site and in-frame deletion variants (3-7% each).(100, 104) Missense variants result
in a codon coding for a different amino acid and result in incorrect proteins which reduce the
function of the ion channel (and may even adversely affect the function of the normal ion channel
subunits).(107) In a nonsense variant, a stop codon replaces an amino-acid codon which causes
premature termination of translation. A frameshift variant causes a change in the reading frame.
This causes an unrelated amino-acid to be incorporated into the protein, and a stop codon generally
follows.(108)
Variant type affects severity of clinical presentation, especially when the specific location of the
variant is also considered. In LQT1, non-missense stop-codon variants are associated with the
lowest risk of cardiac events when compared with other non-missense variants and missense noncytoplasmic loop variants (and missense cytoplasmic loop variants are associated with the highest
risk). This is even more pronounced when the specific variant location is also considered (see
below).(107) When a novel variant is identified, splice site, nonsense and in frame deletions are
more likely to be pathogenic than missense variants.(29)
Whole exon deletions or duplications should also be suspected in those with a severe phenotype
where traditional genetic testing (such as exonic coding and splice-site region point variant analysis)
has not revealed a pathogenic variant. Such large genomic rearrangements may not be detected in
usual testing because there is no basal level of the normal allele, and thus, no difference in gene
dosage is detected between the two alleles (because they are either both absent or both present in the
same amount). In these cases, MLPA (Multiplex Ligation-dependent Probe Amplification) or array
comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) will identify the underlying genetics in 7-15% of the
previously genotype negative cohort.(109, 110) Whilst this detection rate may seem small, it is
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equal to the non-1, 2 and 3-types of LQTS, and therefore has significant implications for cascade
testing.(110)

Biophysical Effect of Variant on Channel Function
Most patients with LQTS carry both a normal (wild type, WT) and mutated allele (allele refers to
different forms of a gene e.g. normal and mutant)(108) of the affected cardiac ion channel. That is,
LQTS is an autosomal dominant condition. When the dysfunctional proteins (encoded from the
mutated allele) combine with WT KCNQ1-encoded subunits, the biophysical effect of a KCNQ1
variant on ion channel function can be more or less than 50%. A dominant negative effect (i.e.
when the function is reduced by more than 50%) is seen when the mutant subunit co-assembles
with, and then also adversely affects the function of the WT subunit, significantly reducing channel
function. In contrast, haploinsufficiency is the consequence of insufficient WT protein production,
resulting in a reduced number of WT units in the ion channel and causing a reduction in ion channel
function by £50%.(7, 107) Those with variants resulting in dominant-negative effects on the
KCNQ1 ion channel have longer QTc intervals and higher number of cardiac events when compared
to those where the variant results in haploinsufficiency.(7)

Primary Variant and its Effect on Phenotype
There is a strong correlation between genotype and phenotype in LQTS: cardiac event triggers,
electrocardiographic features and therapeutic response all vary depending on the location of the
primary variant. Those with a variant affecting KCNQ1 are likely to experience cardiac events
during sympathetic stimulation such as when swimming, exercising or during emotional stress.(97,
104) They are very responsive to beta-blockade,(6, 111) and have broad based T-waves on
ECG.(61) Those with KCNH2 variants tend to become symptomatic following auditory stimuli(97,
104) or in the post-partum period,(112) and have low amplitude notched or bifid T-waves.(61)
Individuals with variants in SCN5A have events most commonly during unaroused sleep,(97, 104)
may respond well to mexiletine,(106) and typical T-wave morphology is late-onset and narrow
based.(61)
Periods of risk can also be predicted according to genotype (especially when patient’s sex and QTc
are combined in the risk model). Boys (0-10years) with LQT1, young men (0-20years) with LQT3
and women (>15years) with LQT2 are at particularly high risk for cardiac events. There is a higher
proportion of genotype-positive phenotype-negative individuals in LQT1 compared with LQT2 and
LQT3 (36 vs 19 vs 10% respectively).(20)
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Secondary Factors:
Variants (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms, SNPs) in Coding Regions
Cardiac ion channel genes are highly conserved between species, and therefore, genetic variation is
very likely to alter function of the produced protein. “Non-synonymous SNPs” occur inside the
protein-coding region of the DNA, changing the codon and resultant amino acid, thereby altering the
protein sequence. Such nsSNPs can occur in LQTS genes and include: SCN5A-p.S1103Y, SCN5Ap.H588R, SCN5A-p.S524Y, SCN5A-p.R34C, KCNH2-p.R1047L, KCNH2-p.K897T, KCNE1p.S38G, KCNE1-p.D85N, KCNH2-p.K897T. The SNP can occur in the same gene as the primary
variant affecting that coded protein’s function, or it can affect a different ion current causing protein
dysfunction through a different “second hit” mechanism. Outcomes include increased risk of
cardiac events or a lengthening of the QTc interval, for example.(21)

Variants (SNPs) in Non-Coding Regions
NsSNPs can occur in non-LQTS coding regions, such as the NOS1AP gene. They include:
rs4657139 and rs10494366, and rs4657139 and rs16847548, and are associated with an increased
risk of cardiac events and increased QTc duration, respectively.(12, 113, 114)
NsSNPs can also occur in non-coding regions of LQTS genes, such as the six SNPs which occur in
the 3’ untranslated region (3’UTR) of KCNQ1. When rs2519184, rs8234 and rs10798 are present
on the mutated KCNQ1 allele, QTc is shorter and fewer symptoms occur. However, when those
same SNPs are present on the normal KCNQ1 allele, QTc is significantly longer, and more cardiac
events occur.(13)

Specific Variant Location
Missense variants in the C-loops of KCNQ1 are associated with a severe clinical phenotype and a
remarkable response to beta-blockade when compared with other types or locations of variants in
KCNQ1. The C-loop regions occur between residues 171-195 (S2-S3) and 242-262 (S4-S5).(6)
Women with LQT2, and men with a pore-loop variant in KCNH2 are at high risk of events.
However, men with a non-pore-loop variant are at relatively low risk of aborted cardiac arrest and
sudden death.(8)

Number of Variants:
The number of variants present in an individual further contributes to phenotypic variability. More
than two LQTS associated variants causing a “double hit” can be present on:
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•

the same allele of one LQTS gene (i.e. both variants inherited from either the mother or the
father),

•

both alleles of the LQTS gene (i.e. a variant affecting each of the maternal and paternal
allele). The variant can either be identical (causing a homozygous state) or different (called
compound heterozygous or genetic compound), or

•

different LQTS genes.(14)

Approximately 8-11% of unrelated patients with LQTS are estimated to have multiple variants, and
these patients have a more severe phenotype.(14)
Noteworthy is the extremely rare Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome (JLNS). This is a clinical
diagnosis where the individual has a prolonged QTc interval associated with congenital bilateral
sensorineural deafness, gastric hypochlorhydria, and a high risk of sudden death.(115) Two variants
are present in either KCNQ1 or KCNE1, and are inherited in an autosomal recessive (AR)
manner.(116, 117) These patients represent the severe end of the clinical spectrum. Other
individuals may also have an AR inheritance (homozygous or compound-heterozygous variants) and
present with similarly severe cardiac manifestations, but normal hearing: AR Romano-Ward
syndrome/LQT1 or AR LQT1.(9)

Principles and Types of Genetic Testing
Genetic Tests
There are a wide range of tests which can be performed including single gene sequencing, gene
panels or genome wide studies for different purposes such as: diagnosis,(18) risk stratification,(6, 8)
allowing institution of appropriate medical therapy(6) and avoidance of risk activities.(97)
Approximately 30% of individuals with clinically definite LQTS have a negative genetic test
because some variants in the LQTS genes are not yet detected by current DNA testing.(103) Test
yield depends on pre-test probability with positive results more likely amongst those with a high
probability of disease including when a family history is present.(104, 118)
The first person presenting for medical attention is called the “proband”, and it is in this individual
where genetic testing should first be performed to identify the variant causing disease in the
individual, and hence their family. Options include single gene testing, a LQTS gene panel or
genome wide sequencing and currently, a LQTS “gene panel” would commonly be used. This is
appropriate because the condition is caused by variants in many genes which are known to be
disease causing (found in 70% of individuals), and there is a lower chance of finding variants of
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uncertain significance (VUS) and incidental findings (IF, such as cancer susceptibility) than in
genome wide sequencing.(90)
The lab-specific selection of LQTS-related genes included in a panel varies with the values placed
upon high diagnostic yield (including all genes possibly/remotely related to LQTS) versus high
diagnostic accuracy (including only genes with strong evidence of disease causation). In the case of
the former, the variant found is often not determined to be responsible for the phenotype, and thus
including more genes is not necessarily the best approach.(90)
Another approach to take when testing the proband either for the first time, or after a standard panel
has not returned a result despite a definite phenotype, is to perform “next generation sequencing”
(NGS) or “genome wide” studies. This encompasses whole genome or whole exome sequencing
which have the potential to minimise time and cost of genetic testing and serve as an important gene
discovery method. Conversely, a large number of VUSs and some IFs may be identified causing
diagnostic challenges for the clinicians and emotional turmoil for the patient. Technical issues
include compromised gene coverage (resulting in reduced variant detection) and need for traditional
(Sanger) gold standard confirmation.(90)
A single gene test is appropriate to perform when “cascade testing” the probands close relatives with
the aim of determining whether they are affected and also require treatment.(119) This minimises
VUSs being detected, eliminates possibility of IFs, and the only limitation is missing a £1 in 2500
chance that the individual happens to also carry a second disease causing variant(1) causing a more
severe phenotype(14) and having implications for wider cascade screening.

The Role of the Specialist: Genetic Counsellors and Specialised Cardiac Genetic
Clinics
Involving a genetic counsellor for pre-test counselling as well as result delivery is important,(120,
121) particularly when considering genetic testing of children or adolescents.(122) Counselling
helps to inform the patient about benefits such as facilitating variant specific therapy and identifying
pre-symptomatic family members versus the potential risks of stigmatization, feelings of
unworthiness, “survivor guilt”, harming the parental-child bond, or the sense of self-worth.(122)
Managing potentially affected patients in a specialised cardiac genetic clinic is recommended,(18) is
cost effective(123) and can assist the patient to adjust better and worry less about their
condition.(124)
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Terminology and Genetic Test Results
Commonly, the terms mutation (a permanent change in the nucleotide sequence) and polymorphism
(a variant with a frequency above 1%) have been associated with being pathogenic and benign
respectively. In fact, there is a gradient between one extreme and the other. Consequently, the
American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics recommend that the term “variant” is used
and qualified by 5 descriptive classes: “pathogenic” (class 5), “likely pathogenic” (class 4),
“uncertain significance” (class 3), “likely benign” (class 2) or “benign” (class 1). They propose that
“likely” be reserved to cases when over 90% certainty exists for being either disease causing or not.
Each laboratory uses a combination of population, computational/predictive, functional, segregation,
de novo, allelic and other data to interpret and classify sequence variants.(125)
Features of a good quality report include a list of the variants using Human Genome Variation
Society (HGVS) nomenclature at both nucleotide and protein level, the gene name, disease,
inheritance, exon, zygosity and variant classification. An interpretation of the above results should
include the supporting evidence of classification and effect on the formed protein. The methods
used to detect the variant should be documented as well as the limitations of the assay. The
laboratory should clarify the need for periodic variant reanalysis as reclassification can result with
the acquisition of knowledge over time.(125)

Establishing Risk in Familial Long QT Syndrome
LQTS is a potentially lethal disease, but does manifest a wide variation in disease severity, making
risk stratification and hence appropriate treatment important. Genetics, clinical course, age and
gender all play an important part in identifying those at particularly high and low risk. Whilst those
at the extremes of risk are potentially easy to identify, those at intermediate risk are harder to both
identify and recommend (potentially invasive) treatment to. Again, most of our understanding
comes from observational studies from the International Long QT Registry which are sometimes
studied in sub-populations. Here follows a synopsis of these observations.

Natural History of LQTS
In the International LQTS registry, the incidence of cardiac arrest or sudden cardiac death was 13%.
This cohort included patients with types 1, 2 and 3 of LQTS, who were less than 40 years old, had
not yet received treatment, and were followed for a mean of 28 years. Whilst there was no
significant difference between the sexes (14% among women and 12% among men, P=0.56), the
incidence of symptoms and cumulative survival varied with genotype. Events occurred more
frequently amongst those with LQT2 (20%), compared with 16.4% of those with LQT3 and 10%
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with LQT1. Cumulative survival was lowest amongst those with LQT2 compared with LQT1
(P<0.001) and there was a trend to lower survival amongst those with LQTS compared with LQT1
(P=0.07). The same results are seen when all first events are analysed (i.e., including syncope):
LQT2 vs LQT1 (p<0.001) and LQT3 vs LQT1 (P=0.05). Events occurred earlier amongst males
compared with females (13±9 years vs 20±14 years, P<0.001).(20)

Risk Stratification
The clinical course of LQTS is widely variable, and clinical features such as genetic locus, sex,
history of symptoms and QTc affect the natural history and are useful in risk stratification.(20)

QTc
QTc is predictive of cardiac events in LQTS including syncope and ACA/death.(20, 38, 60, 126129) Whilst its influence is modified by both genotype and sex, the single most important predictor
of cardiac events is a prolonged QTc exceeding 500ms.(20) Adults, adolescents and children with a
QTc>500ms are twice as likely to experience a cardiac event compared to those with a shorter
QTc.(50, 98) As the QTc increases, so too does the risk of ACA/SCD.(20, 126, 129, 130) It is the
longest QTc measurement during follow-up which is most strongly associated with subsequent
clinical events rather than the baseline recording.(131)

Symptoms
A personal history of syncope (or more severe cardiac event) marks an individual at high risk of
subsequent event. During childhood, any history of syncope, and especially within the last two
years is an important predictor of outcome for both boys and girls.(132) When compared with those
without syncope in the last ten years, adolescents who had one syncopal event in the last 2 years had
an adjusted HR of 11.7 (95% CI, 7.0-19.5, P<0.001) of ACA or SCD. Those who had at least two
syncopal episodes in the last two years had an adjusted HR of 18.1 (95% CI, 10.4-31.2, P<0.001).
When the syncopal event(s) were more distant (between 2 and 10 years previously), the HR was 2.7
(95% CI 1.3-5.7, P<0.01) for a single event and 5.8 (95% CI, 3.6-9.4, P<0.001) for two or more
events.(50) As an adult (>18 years old), a history of childhood syncope increases the cumulative
probability of experiencing any cardiac event but not of ACA or SCD. In adulthood, history of
syncope within the last two years (>18 years old) does increase the risk of ACA or SCD.(129)
Furthermore, individuals who experience syncopal events despite being treated with a beta-blocker
have the same high risk of severe arrhythmic event as those who did not start beta-blockers after
their first symptom.(98) Those who had multiple syncopal episodes whilst on medical therapy had
twice the risk of a severe arrhythmic event compared to those who only had one syncope.(98) When
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only risk of life-threatening cardiac event is considered, history of cardiac events in
childhood/adolescence was not a risk factor. In this instance time-dependent syncope after 18 years
of age was a risk factor for ACA or SCD (HR 5.10).(129)

Sex
When examined over a life-time, sex is not an independent predictor of risk for ACA/SCD.(20)
However, as individuals age significant differences in risk between the sexes become apparent,
especially when covariables such as genotype and QTc length are also considered. During
childhood, males are more likely to die than females (5% vs 1% respectively), and this is most
pronounced in symptomatic children, especially when the QTc is prolonged(133) >500ms and if the
boy has LQT1.(20) During adolescence, males maintain a higher risk than females until the age of
13, when the risk is similar to that of females.(50) As individuals enter adulthood, the likelihood of
experiencing any cardiac event is highest amongst women and those with LQT2.(129)

Genetics
There are many genetic factors which play a part in the variable phenotype of LQTS and hence in
risk stratification. These have been discussed earlier.

Family History
Whilst a family history of SCD is likely a cause of psychosocial distress, there is no data to support
that it increases a relative’s chance of SCD. A history of SCD in a first-degree relative is not a
significant predictor of events during childhood.(132) When a sibling has died from LQTS, the
surviving sibling is more likely to have a personal history of syncope, be treated with a beta-blocker
or have an ICD. The death of a sibling was associated with an increased risk of any cardiac event
(syncope in the majority), but was not associated with an increased risk of ACA or SCD.(126)

Clinical Management of Familial LQTS
The aim of any intervention in LQTS is to reduce the risk of SCD. There are no prospective trials in
this area, observational data comes from registry studies.

General/Lifestyle Measures
Avoidance of QT Prolonging Medication
General management of LQTS includes avoidance of QT prolonging medications(22) and genespecific triggers.(23) The use of QT prolonging medications in those with LQTS is associated with
a significant increase in the risk of cardiac arrest, irrespective of the QTc.(111) Cardiac events
triggered by QT prolonging medications are more common amongst older patients (>20 years old)
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and in those with LQT2.(134) Older patients also have more events triggered by electrolyte
disturbance such as hypokalemia when compared with younger individuals.(134) Therefore, all
patients with LQTS should avoid medications which are known to prolong the QT interval, and
since such a list will never be complete, should also avoid any unnecessary drug therapy.(22)
Consideration should also be given to monitoring patients when periods of electrolyte imbalance
may be expected or when QT prolonging medications are also required as part of management, such
as during an acute exacerbation of asthma.

Avoidance of Gene-Specific Triggers
Gene specific triggers include exercise in LQT1 (particularly swimming) and a discussion regarding
sports participation follows. In LQT2, ringing phones/alarm clocks in the bedroom startling the
patient from sleep are known to trigger events and are best removed.(97) Another high-risk period
for the LQT2 patient is in the post-partum period, see below.(112)

Sport and Exercise
High level sports participation has been associated with sudden death,(135) and adrenergic
stimulation such as exercise (particularly swimming) is known to trigger cardiac events in
LQT1.(97) Consequently, 2005 guidelines recommended that competitive sports should be avoided
in any person with LQTS(136) regardless of clinical features.(137)
However, since that time observational data have demonstrated that LQTS-events during physical
exertion are infrequent. In a group of 212 children with LQTS, 103 participating in sport and 210
compliant with their medical therapy, no events during sports participation were experienced over
755 patient-years of follow-up.(138) Amongst a second LQTS cohort, the overall rate of events per
athlete-year was 0.003 (1 event in 331 athlete-years) over 650 athlete-years of follow-up. The
events occurred in a 9-year-old boy with LQT1, QTc>550ms and a history of resuscitated sudden
death. He had two appropriate ventricular-fibrillation-terminating ICD shocks whilst warming up
before games and during admitted non-beta-blocker adherence.(139, 140) In this study where
participants were thoroughly reviewed, treated and counselled by a Genetic Cardiologist, 1 in 5
athletes and their families chose to self-disqualify from sports participation.(140)
In the context of the above data, the identification of more genotype-positive but phenotypenegative individuals (who are thought to be at lower risk of cardiac events), and the desire to
balance risk of LQTS-symptoms with the risks of physical inactivity, new recommendations have
been published.(141) These recommend individuals may participate in sport after review by a
Genetic Cardiologist or Heart Rhythm specialist where appropriate treatment has been instituted, the
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patient has remained asymptomatic for at least three months, and appropriate risk avoidance
strategies have been employed. These include: avoidance of QT prolonging drugs, avoiding
dehydration and ensuring electrolyte replacement, avoiding/treating hyperthermia from febrile
illnesses or training related heat exhaustion or heat stroke, carrying their own personal automatic
external defibrillator (AED) and having an emergency action plan with the support of the team or
school officials. Advice still remains that previously symptomatic patients with LQT1 do not
participate in competitive swimming.(141).

Pregnancy
In a study of 391 pregnant women with LQTS types 1, 2 and 3, pregnancy was a period of lower
risk for cardiac event. However, the first 9 post-partum months were associated with a higher risk
of LQTS-symptoms (HR 2.7, 95% CI 1.8-4.3, p<0.001), particularly amongst women with LQT2
(p=0.003). This risk was significantly reduced by the use of beta-blockers.(112)

Medical Therapy: Beta-blockers
Following is an article I wrote “Must every child with long QT syndrome take a beta-blocker”
which discusses the issues surrounding these medications in LQTS.(32)

Abstract
Long QT syndrome is the most commonly recognised cause of sudden cardiac death in children.
With a prevalence of 1 in 2000, family screening is identifying large numbers of hithero
asymptomatic gene carriers in the community, about a third of whom have a normal QT interval.
The mainstay of treatment is long term uninterrupted beta-blocker therapy, a treatment with many
potential side effects. This article reviews the evidence and suggests a cohort who may, after
assessment in a specialised cardiac-genetic clinic, be spared this treatment because of very low
baseline risk. These are asymptomatic boys and prepubertal girls with a heart rate corrected QT
interval persistently less than 470ms who do not indulge in high risk activities (especially
swimming) and do not have a missense mutation in the c-loop region of the KCNQ1 (long QT 1)
gene.

Introduction
Long QT syndrome (LQTS) with a population prevalence of 1 in 2000(1) is the most commonly
recognised cause of sudden cardiac death in children.(30, 142, 143). It causes syncope and sudden
death from malignant ventricular arrhythmia. It can be misdiagnosed as epilepsy,(41) cause
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drowning in a strong swimmer,(144) be difficult to differentiate from benign syncope(145) and may
present first with sudden unexpected death at all ages.(30, 146, 147)
Screening of families of those affected is identifying large numbers of hithero asymptomatic gene
carriers in the community.(40, 148) As more and more presymptomatic individuals with milder
forms on the condition are identified, we must now ask how aggressively we should treat such
people.
The mainstay of therapy in LQTS is the prophylactic, regular and uninterrupted use of betablockers.(111). However, beta-blockers are not an entirely benign medication, and long term
adherence in adults tends to be very poor, with 20%-25% having stopped them within 1 year.(149,
150) Reported side effects include dyspnea, fatigue and dizziness,(150) nightmares,(151) cold digits
and tired legs.(152) Precipitation of asthma is feared, as are the occasional idiosyncratic reactions
such as drug rashes or hair loss. While depression, insomnia and impotence have been reported,
these side effects, and others, are disputed by evidence from placebo controlled trials.(153)
Having to take a medication can cause tension between the anxious parent and the child. The child
is reminded constantly that he or she is different from unaffected siblings and peers. There may also
be fiscal implications. There is fear that intermittent use of beta-blockers may make the risk of
cardiac arrest higher, through the blocked beta-receptors being transiently upregulated for a period
after stopping the medication.
It is thus clear that the decision to start a beta-blocker is not a small one. Must every gene positive
child take a beta-blocker?

Review of the Evidence
Types of LQTS
While 15 genotypes of LQTS have been recognised to date, the vast majority are types 1, 2 or 3,(40)
or are a part of the 20%-25% in whom a genotype cannot be identified. Since evidence is sparse for
the others, we will confine the discussion to these three genotypes. Phenotypic features of the three
most common genotypes are shown in Table 4.
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Gene

Ion

Typical

Higher risk

Overall risk

channel

triggers for

groups

reduction by

events

betablockers

Activity,

Males aged 5-20

swimming

years

IKs

Startle, sleep

Females > 12 years

++

INa

Sleep/rest

Infants/adult males

+

LQT1

KCNQ1

IKr

LQT2

KCNH2

LQT3

SCN5A

+++

+++, Very good; ++, good; +, moderate.
Table 4: Characteristic features of the three most common genotypes of long QT syndrome(32)

Evidence of the Effectiveness of Beta-Blockers
No randomised trial of any therapy for LQTS has ever been performed however, the international
LQTS registry has produced a series of observational research studies demonstrating a reduced risk
among those who take beta-blockers.(50, 129, 132, 147) The greatest benefit occurs among those
with the highest baseline risk, particularly those who have had recent syncope, or a very long QT
interval. Further risk stratification can be made according to genotype, gender and age (see Table
4). Those at highest risk are boys and adult women with a long QT interval, and anyone with a
history of syncope. Beta-blockers reduce sudden death most profoundly in exercise related syncope
in long QT type 1.(154)
While it may be a logical presumption that beta-blockers reduce risk of sudden death in those with a
normal QT interval, no study has yet proven this to be the case, possibly because the baseline risk is
so low (0.13%/year).(127) This has urged many to prescribe beta-blockers to anyone who is a gene
carrier, regardless of a normal QT interval.

Expert Consensus Guidelines
A recent international expert consensus document gives a confusing message regarding patients with
a normal corrected QT interval (QTc) and no symptoms. It states that ‘Beta-blockers are clinically
indicated in LQTS, including those with a genetic diagnosis and normal QTc unless there is a
contradiction such as active asthma’.(18) However, elsewhere in the document, it states that ‘Betablockers are recommended in individuals with a repeated QTc greater than or equal to 470ms’ but
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only that ‘Beta-blockers can be useful in patients with a diagnosis of LQTS who are asymptomatic
with QTc less than or equal to 470ms’.(18)
We consider that ‘can be useful’ and ‘clinically indicated’ deliver quite different messages.
Figure 11 shows data from the New Zealand long QT registry,(40) and reveals that 36% of gene
positive individuals have a QTc less than 470ms; 43% of the cohort are children or youth (<25
years) and 16% are under 11 years of age.

Figure 11: QTc values for 383 genotyped individuals in the New Zealand LQTS registry. The arrow indicates the
36% with QTc<470ms, where guidelines allow for discretion in treatment with beta-blockers

Genotype Positive Individuals with a Normal QT Interval
Figure 12 is reproduced from an international LQTS registry study.(127) The population of 1861
genotype positive individuals was divided into the 25% with a normal QTc (<440ms) and compared
with those with a prolonged QTc and their unaffected family members. By the age of 40, 4% of
individuals with a normal QTc had experienced a life-threatening event. However, there were no
life-threatening arrhythmias in the first 10 years of life.

Figure 12: Kaplan–Meier cumulative probabilities of ACA or SCD comparing 469 gene positive individuals with
a ‘normal’ QTc (<440ms) with 1392 with QTc>440ms, and unaffected relatives. Note the lack of life-threatening
events in the first 10years if QTc<440ms.(127)
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Evidence in Children
Another report from the same authors studied 3015 children from 1 to 12 years of age.(132)
Overall, beta-blockers reduced risk of cardiac arrest or sudden death by 53%.(132) Of the 875 who
were genotyped, 127 (15%) had a QTc<450ms, of whom none had cardiac arrest. Of the 437 with
QTc 450-500ms, including those with symptoms, 1% had cardiac arrest or sudden death. Thus, in
all children with LQTS, including those with symptoms, aged ³1 with a QTc 450-500ms,
continuous beta-blockade given to 200 children for 11 years will be expected to avoid one cardiac
arrest, while potentially not preventing the other.

Importance of a Warning Syncope
Combining two registry studies, (127, 132) it appears likely that almost all children have a warning
syncope prior to a cardiac arrest. The initial presentation of syncope elevates their risk of
subsequent cardiac arrest by 27 times in girls and 3-6 times in boys,(132) therefore moving them
from the asymptomatic group to a group where beta-blockers are strongly recommended. Thus,
cardiac arrest is rare in asymptomatic children with a QTc less than 500ms, certainly much less than
1%.
What of the very rare presentation of sudden death with a normal QT interval? A recent discovery
into the effect of the position of mutations within the gene may explain this.

Position and Type of Mutation in the Cardiac Ion Channels
Mutations in the transmembrane portion of the cardiac ion channels seem to produce more severe
disease in both long QT 1 and 2 as discussed below.

Long QT 1 (KCNQ1)
Approximately 15% of LQT1 subjects have a missense mutation in the transmembrane C-loop
domain of the ion channel protein formed by KCNQ1.(6) The increased risk associated with C-loop
mutations is most marked in females and is independent of the QT interval.(155) In vitro studies
showed that the induction of Torsades de pointes by adrenaline is abolished by beta-blockers.
Among patients, the life-saving benefit of beta-blockers in the entire cohort of 860 patients was
explained entirely by the effect among these 15% of patients with a c-loop mutation.(6) Thus, from
the other point of view, they were unable to demonstrate a survival benefit from beta-blockers in the
85% of long QT 1 patients without a missense C-loop mutation.
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So, there is a small group of long QT 1 patients who must have beta-blockers, probably from birth
and probably for life, regardless of the QT interval. These are missense mutations in KCNQ1 within
the C-loop residues 171-195 and 242-262.
In the New Zealand cohort, we have identified 21 patients with missense C-loop mutations (14
female patients). Examples include R174H, R178T and R243C.(40) We have contacted them and
their clinicians and advised beta-blockade, even when the QT interval is normal.

Long QT 2 (KCNH2)
Long QT type 2 is a killer of adult women (or girls over 12), typically at night or after a startle and
in the first year after giving birth.(112, 129) There is thus a particular imperative to ensure betablockade in young women with a long QT interval. Males are less severely affected unless they
carry a mutation in the pore-loop region, part of the transmembrane portion.(8) There is however no
evidence that these are especially responsive to beta-blockade, and our practice is to use the QT
interval or presence of symptoms to guide advisability of beta-blockers in LQT2.

Long QT 3 (SCN5A)
Long QT3 is relatively uncommon (9%)(40) and quite different. Cardiac events tend to occur in the
absence of adrenaline stimulus, during the night.(97) Leak of sodium across the ion channel results
in prolongation of the QT interval. Beta-blockers may have a place(156) particularly in
women,(130) as may sodium channel blockers such as mexiletine.(157) Pause related QT
prolongation suggests pacemakers have a role in this type of LQTS. This group is especially
difficult to manage and advice from a long QT specialist is strongly advised in each case, though a
resting QTc below 440ms does infer very low risk.(127)

Change of Risk at Puberty
Prior to puberty, girls are at lower risk than boys,(127, 158) and having long QT 2 is a lower risk
than 1 or 3.(127, 158) Risk in boys correlates closely with the QT interval, but in girls, prior
syncope is the only useful indicator.(132) At the age of 10-12 years, boys are 8 times more likely to
have a cardiac arrest than girls.(50)
Between age 13 and 18 years, the gender risk equalises, and over the age of 18, it is higher in
women, and long QT type 2 carries the highest risk.(50) This rise in risk for female patients around
puberty probably relates to increased oestrogen levels.(159)
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Importance of Repeated QT Measurement
In assessment of risk, it has been shown that one should use the longest QTc recorded on a 12-lead
ECG.(131) While exercise testing can help reveal phenotype, we do not yet know how to
prognosticate with this information. We recommend obtaining several 12-lead ECGs, even if only
days apart, to assign a level of risk. Serial normal QT measurements on follow-up provide ongoing
reassurance during childhood.

Psychological Factors and Risk Taking Behavior
Even though young children with a normal QT interval are at very low risk, some activities pose a
special risk. Swimming and possibly high level competitive sport pose a particular risk, especially
in long QT type 1.(144) A transient syncope on land is usually not fatal, but the opposite is true
under water. If an asymptomatic genotype LQT1 child with a normal QT interval must swim, then
it seems prudent to reduce that possible risk with beta-blockers, even though the risk is low.
Automated external defibrillators can also provide a level of practical reassurance in those at higher
risk.(140)

The Wishes of the Child and Family
Risk of sudden arrhythmic death is based on the assessment of probabilities, and no one can ever
give a 100% guarantee, irrespective of treatment. An open discussion of these probabilities, and the
pros and cons of treatment, should be had with the family so that a rational joint decision can be
made. This is based on the best available data and incorporates the child’s wishes as far as
practicable.
If a child and the family, having been thoroughly informed, want to take beta-blockers, their
decision should be supported. If beta-blockers are commenced, the family must understand the
importance of continuous supply and adherence.

Choosing Beta-Blockers
If beta-blockers are given, a long acting, single daily preparation will optimise adherence. Nadolol
and controlled release propranolol are examples.(160) If metoprolol is used, it should be controlled
release, once daily form.(160) The lack of a once daily infant preparation makes adherence more
difficult and is another reason to be more circumspect about starting beta-blockers in this age group.
Since this article was published, the efficacy of common beta-blockers were compared in LQTS
types 1 and 2.(24) The greatest reduction in risk was seen with Nadolol where, relative to being off
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beta-blockers the HR and 95% confidence intervals for first cardiac events for atenolol, metoprolol,
propranolol and nadolol were 0.71 (0.50-1.01), 0.70 (0.43 to 1.15), 0.65 (9.46-0.90) and 0.51 (0.350.74) respectively.(24) Nadolol was the only beta-blocker shown to significantly reduce the risk of
cardiac events in LQT2 and propranolol was least effective at preventing recurrent events.(24)
Furthermore, the largest international multicenter study of LQT3 subjects to date demonstrated an
83% reduction in risk of first ACA/SCD in females, but not in males (only 8% reduction, possibly
due to the lower number of cardiac events).(130)

Conclusions
Beta-blockers are generally recommended in LQTS where the QTc is greater than or equal to
470ms.(18) However, even being extremely cautious, there are groups of asymptomatic LQTS
gene-carrying children in whom beta-blockers may be considered non-essential because they are at
very low risk. After assessment in a specialised cardiogenetics clinic where all the above issues
have been given expert consideration,(18) we suggest beta-blockers are not essential if:
1) The QTc is consistently less than 470ms and
2) The patient does not have a C-loop missense LQT1 mutation and
3) The patient does not take part in high risk activities (particularly swimming) and is either
4) A preschool boy OR
5) A prepubertal girl.
Including the above factors, a QTc below 440ms infers even lower, ‘nominally zero’ risk.(127) If
treatment is started, men may look forward to being gradually withdrawn from beta-blockade at age
20 or so if they remain asymptomatic and the QT interval is not prolonged. QT prolonging drugs
must be avoided (http://www.crediblemeds.org) and every child should remain under periodic
specialist review. A trusting clinical partnership can develop, such that borderline decisions can be
made together with the child and family as circumstances change.
Finally, we should make it clear to our patients that research is changing this field rapidly, and so
our advice may also change. We recommend that every such patient should be offered to be part of
a clinical registry, with every managing clinician contributing to and learning from it.

Surgical Management: Left Cardiac Sympathetic Denervation
Background
Beta-blockers afford successful risk reduction in most LQTS patients, but are not suitable in all due
to exacerbating asthma or causing adverse effects such as bradycardia or fatigue. Social or
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psychological reasons for non-adherence may inhibit regular and safe beta-blockade, and some
patients despite being adherent with medical therapy continue to have symptoms.(161) In all these
patients, minimally invasive left cardiac sympathetic denervation (LCSD) can be performed to
enhance risk reduction.
The procedure was first postulated as a treatment for angina in 1900, and in 1919 was performed for
the first time for this indication. Following resection of the left stellate ganglion, resolution of
severe angina and arrhythmias occurred. Decades of alternating concern and enthusiasm followed.
Concern that the procedure only resulted in anaesthesia and did not shorten the QT interval
contrasted with positive results demonstrating that the QT did shorten (in dogs), the ventricular
fibrillation threshold increased by 70% and that there was no re-innervation following preganglionic
denervation. These last two factors were particularly profound, as the procedure was both
preventative and permanent.(162)
Various procedures have been described and performed with different efficacy through adequate
cardiac denervation versus differing risk of Horner syndrome. If only a left stellectomy is
performed compared with more extensive denervation, sudden death occurs more frequently (27 vs
7% in LQTS patients).(163) Table 5 defines the different procedures(25) and the Horner
syndrome.(164)
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Name of procedure

Details of procedure Cardiac

Horner syndrome

denervation
Left stellectomy

Ablation of the left

Limited

Yes

Adequate

Yes

Adequate

Almost never

N/A

N/A

stellate ganglion (the
fusion of C8 and T1
ganglia)

Left cervicothoracic
sympathectomy

Total left stellectomy
and removal of first 45 thoracic ganglia

High thoracic left
sympathectomy

Ablation of lower part
of the left stellate
ganglion and removal
of first 4-5 thoracic
ganglia

Horner syndrome

Interruption of the
nerve fibres directed to
the ocular region that
cross the upper portion
of the stellate ganglion.
This results in ptosis,
miosis and anhidrosis
on the ipsilateral side

Table 5: Definitions of cervical/thoracic ganglion ablation and Horner syndrome

Description of Procedure
The modern technique for performing LCSD is minimally invasive, performed via a video assisted
thoracoscopic approach.(165) Three incisions in the axilla combined with selective intubation of the
right main bronchus allow visualization of and access to the sympathetic ganglia/sympathetic chain
from T1-4/left stellate ganglion. Prior to the manipulation of the nerve trunk or ganglion, lignocaine
is applied, and if possible, the block of removed tissue is read by frozen section to ensure correct
identification of the sympathetic chain. Following the procedure, the left lung is re-inflated, pleural
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space is de-aired, ports are closed and a chest x-ray is performed to exclude large pneumothorax.
Recovery in an intensive care setting before discharge occurs.(165)

Outcomes
Significant reductions in cardiac events following LCSD are reported, even amongst very high risk
patients.(161, 166) Following LCSD, 46% of a high-risk group remained asymptomatic.(161) Of
those with postoperative symptoms, syncope was the most common (31%), followed by aborted
cardiac arrest (16%) and sudden death (7%). Five-year cumulative event-free survival for any
event, ACA/SCD and SCD was 45% (95% CI 36-53), 82% (95% CI 74-87) and 95% (95% CI 8998) respectively. The mean yearly rate of events dropped by 91% from 1.32 to 0.19 and the rate of
life-threatening cardiac events reduced by 56% from 0.13 to 0.06 (ACA before LCSD versus
ACA/SCD after LCSD respectively). In a subset of this cohort, the QTc was noted to shorten by
39±54ms, P<0.001, but a change <40ms did not appear to worsen prognosis. However, a QTc
exceeding 500ms 6months following surgery was associated with an unadjusted increase of risk of
any event or ACA/SCD (HR 2.13; 95% CI, 1.17-3.90; P=0.013 and HR 3.04; 95% CI 1.16-7.93,
P=0.023 respectively).(161)
In those undergoing the procedure for primary prevention (63%), or for beta-blocker intolerance
(33%; either due to side effect or non-adherence), none, including those deemed at high risk,
experienced a break-through cardiac event.(166) Eighteen of the nineteen patients who had LCSD
for secondary prevention were high risk patients, 12 had ³1 break-through cardiac event and 5 of
these had no determinable reduction in LQTS-triggered cardiac events. These 5 patients were all
diagnosed as infants, mostly males (4), had LQT3 (3), and had a mean QTc of 691ms (range 600730ms).(166) In a third small study of LCSD for LQTS, two out of 18 patients had “insufficient
anti-fibrillatory effect” from the procedure where both experienced appropriate post-operative
LQTS-related ICD shocks.(165) Therefore, whilst LCSD usually results in a significant reduction in
the number of cardiac events, it should not be considered curative, and in those at very high risk,
adjunctive therapy such as beta-blockade or ICD should be considered.
Few adverse sequelae have been reported in cardiology literature (prior to our publication),(34, 37,
167) but are well documented in the focal hyperhidrosis and facial blushing populations. Side
effects include compensatory hyperhidrosis, pain, gustatory sweating, and Horner syndrome.(168170)
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Implantable Cardioverter Defibrillator Therapy (ICD)
The use of ICDs in inherited heart disease is based on observational studies only. Their efficacy at
preventing SCD in a young and otherwise healthy individual who is most likely to die from an
arrhythmic related death needs to be balanced with the significant morbidity associated with ICD
use, especially in younger patients. As per current guidelines careful consideration and discussion
with the patient, in the context of their values and preferences, is warranted prior to ICD insertion
with a focus on risk of LQTS-sudden death versus the short and long term risks of ICD
insertion.(18)
Whilst their use in LQTS has not been widespread, ICDs have passed through a period of increased
use for inherited heart disease (23% in one study),(171) and have mostly been implanted in
individuals less than 50 years of age.(172) Through the documentation of their use in LQTS, it has
become apparent that some of that past usage would now be considered inappropriate and was likely
driven by an overcautious/overaggressive desire to prevent avoidable sudden death. Certain cohorts
have been particularly susceptible to this overzealous treatment including asymptomatic individuals
who have either LQT3 or a family history of sudden death.(15, 173) In fact, a study in 2016 found
ICDs had been implanted in individuals who, after expert review, were not found to actually have
LQTS, or had LQTS but did not have sufficient risk factors to warrant device insertion by current
standards.(171) These studies highlight that accurate diagnosis and risk stratification (involving a
specialist team) is important in ensuring the benefits of ICD implantation outweigh the risks.

Indications and Uses
Current guidelines recommend ICDs for secondary prevention (i.e. in those who have survived
cardiac arrest), but not for beta-blocker naive asymptomatic LQTS patients.(18) In patients who are
particularly high risk, for example, in someone with LQTS has experienced syncope whilst on betablockers,(26) or in those with multiple mutations including those with the Jervell and Lange-Nielsen
syndrome,(14, 117) they indicate that ICDs can be helpful.(18)

Outcomes
In a retrospective review of high risk patients, total mortality was 1.3% in the ICD group and 16% in
the matched non-ICD group (p=0.07, follow-up over 3 and 8 years respectively).(174)
Appropriate shocks are delivered more to those who receive the device as secondary prevention
compared with primary prevention (50-60% vs 20%(173) and 37% vs 7%)(172), and are best
predicted by secondary prevention indications, QTc>500ms, non-LQT3 genotype, syncope, TdP and
a negative sudden death family history.(173)
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Morbidity, both acute and chronic, associated with ICD insertion occurs in a significant number of
individuals (25% of one LQTS cohort).(15) Issues include device-related infection/endocarditis,
cardiac perforation, pericardial tamponade, lead revision requiring open chest surgery, right atrial
thrombus and stroke. Lead problems such as dislodgment, fracture and changes in function can
occur in addition to device-related issues such as dislodgement and malfunction requiring
repositioning/replacement or elective upgrading.(15)
Inappropriate shocks are a significant cause of morbidity, ranging from 1.7-29% of LQTS
cohorts,(15, 173, 175) although they may not worsen psychological outcome.(172) Most
commonly, these shocks were caused by inappropriate T-wave oversensing, supraventricular
tachycardia, or lead failure and can be reduced by thoughtful expert programming such as a high
rate VF zone and a long tachycardia detection time (thereby allowing tachyarrhythmias to selfterminate).(15, 173, 175) Risk of inappropriate shocks can also be reduced by co-treatment with
beta-blockade and the use of anti-brady pacing.(175)

Special Groups
Whilst ICDs may previously have been inserted for aggressive LQTS-related family history,(15,
174) there is no evidence that these individuals are at higher risk.(126) Therefore, a family history
of sudden cardiac death is not considered an indication for ICD insertion unless that individual has
an independent high risk profile.(18)
Likewise, LQTS-ICD cohorts demonstrate high use of ICDs in the LQT3 subgroup, particularly as
primary prophylaxis.(15, 173) Concerns regarding the unknown efficacy and potential proarrhythmic effect of beta-blockers have contributed to this.(15, 130, 173) Recent data would
support that ICDs only need to be inserted in those with LQT3 in those who have independent high
risk features,(130) in line with current guidelines.(18)
Particular consideration should be given towards children as they face many more decades of ICD
related morbidity than older recipients. Furthermore, lead failure and other chronic complications
have been strongly associated with growth in children (lead failure: OR 73, 3.5-1530,
P=0.006).(176) Forty-four percent of paediatric patients who had lead failure received inappropriate
shocks as a result.(176)
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Psychological Impact
“I’m talking about my child dying. Every single day I worry it’s his last. Every. Single.
Day”.(177)
The impact of a condition like LQTS on an individual and their family may affect many areas of
their lives. From a practical point of view, they may need to take a medication daily and may be
excluded from participating in (sporting) activities.(18, 19, 177) Both of these may make an
individual feel different and cause anxiety, affecting an individual’s perception of self or reduce
their quality of life.(177-179) A diagnosis of LQTS in itself has been associated with anxiety,
depression and a fear of failure and criticism.(179, 180) The depression seen in LQTS seems to be
mainly amongst those who have experienced symptoms rather than relating to gene carriage,
particularly in men.(181, 182) Higher levels of emotional distress have been related to being
younger, female and having experienced a stressful life event in the past year, but not to
symptomatic status.(183, 184) Interestingly, some patients report a greater appreciation and value
of their own lives concentrating on fun and quality of life rather than longevity.(178)
The diagnosis also affects family members. Higher levels of maternal anxiety have been seen in a
paediatric LQTS cohort.(179) The majority of parents worry about premature death of their affected
children, quality of life (affected by variables such as medical appointments, restricted sporting
participation and their child’s emotional well-being), and issues relating to treatment including
adherence and complications.(177, 178) Parents manage their fear through trying to reduce risk for
their children: they institute and enforce lifestyle changes, use baby monitors overnight, carry
defibrillators and educate the community.(178) Parents are often heavily involved with
communicating the diagnosis and risk of symptoms including SCD and find it difficult to find ageappropriate explanations and communicating “appropriate concern” without inducing constant
worry in their child. Parents may also feel guilty for “passing on” the condition.(177) They
experience psychological distress around the time of genetic testing, especially if they have had a
long period of familiarity with LQTS, experiences with cardiac arrest within the family and
receiving positive genetic test results for all children in the family.(185)
In LQTS communicating a risk of disease and death with relatives is imperative (to allow them to be
investigated and treated), and needs to be done by the patient due to privacy issues. However, this is
more emotionally difficult for those with anxiety or depression, and barriers such as not wanting to
upset family members or feeling guilty may limit efficacy of patients passing this information
on.(180)
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Chapter 2: Inpatient Detection of Cardiac-Inherited Disease:
the Impact of Improving Family History Taking
This thesis follows the journey a patient and doctor make together – beginning with a medical
(family) history. Taking a family history can identify individuals with a higher than usual chance of
having a medical condition, and it is therefore of great importance in a condition such as LQTS.
This chapter has been published.(35)

Introduction
Cardiac inherited diseases such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy or long QT syndrome are
individually relatively rare but collectively common. Presenting symptoms include dyspnoea,
syncope, arrhythmias and even sudden unexpected cardiac arrest.
Timely identification of cardiac inherited diseases is paramount because there is extensive evidence
that the risk of sudden death can be significantly reduced with a variety of management options,
including beta-blockers,(98) (111) implantable cardiac defibrillators (ICDs)(186, 187) and lifestyle
modification.(97) Studies of such autosomal dominant conditions have shown that it is possible to
identify up to 8-9 affected family members per proband.(27, 28) Non-ischaemic dilated
cardiomyopathy (DCM) may be familial in up to 40%,(188-190) and thorough investigation of noncoronary disease-related resuscitated sudden cardiac death (RSCD), including pharmacological
provocative testing reveals an inherited cause in up to 60%.(142)
Therefore, consideration of familial cardiac inherited diseases, even in seemingly isolated cases of
structural or electrical disorders, and prompt diagnosis of a potential new proband is of vital
importance regardless of their presentation, as many other unidentified family members may also be
at risk.(28, 40, 191)
As a result of these combined observations, a proactive, integrated approach from cardiology and
genetics professionals is recommended.(18, 192) Central to this is an in-depth, multigenerational
family history. This has the potential to establish a diagnosis, avoid unnecessary, extensive and
potentially expensive testing for underlying conditions, and can assist with devising a genetic testing
strategy, interpreting genetic test results, and providing ongoing risk assessments for sudden cardiac
death (SCD).(191, 193) However, to our knowledge, there are no other studies of the everyday
practice of inpatient cardiology units to see if these guidelines are being adhered to, nor any to
demonstrate the overall effect of their enforced introduction in these institutions.
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New Zealand has a National Cardiac Inherited Disease Registry run by a multidisciplinary clinical
and scientific network called the Cardiac Inherited Disease Group (CIDG).(40) Two new part-time
coordinators (both experienced cardiac nurses) in two large district hospitals each with a regional
cardiology referral base noted family history of people at high risk of having a cardiac inherited
disease was not always performed by the cardiology in patient team, and that patients could be
discharged without identification of the underlying aetiology of their symptoms. Since cardiac
inherited diseases remain a differential diagnosis in presentations such as syncope, heart failure or
RSCD, the coordinators were aware that family history could potentially improve accuracy of
diagnosis and improve quality of care for the patient and their family. Therefore, we wanted to test
the following hypotheses:
1. That documentation of family histories in inpatient hospital records was inadequate, and
2. That a multigenerational family tree obtained by a trained allied professional could lead to
the increased detection of hitherto unrecognised familial cardiac disease.

Methods
Two experienced cardiac nurses were educated in cardiac inherited diseases and employed as part
time regional coordinators(40) within their tertiary adult cardiology services.
Patients were admitted, as usual, to the tertiary adult cardiac referral centre directly, or via transfer,
from their local hospital. Over a 6month period, through liaising with the relevant cardiology staff,
they identified hospital inpatients who were definitely or potentially affected by cardiac inherited
disease. This included those who were already diagnosed, newly diagnosed through inpatient
cardiac investigation, or had a family history of cardiac inherited disease, or those who presented
with heart failure, sudden death including motor vehicle accidents, events during swimming and
‘heart attacks’ with unknown aetiology. Presence of permanent pacemakers and ICDs was elicited
and other symptoms consistent with undiagnosed cardiac conditions were documented. The aim
was to offer family cascade screening.
Coordinators took a ‘full’ family history, including drawing at least a three-generation family tree,
with syncope, young sudden death and cardiac disease documented. Additional baseline
demographic data were also obtained. Admission presentations were recorded as documented in the
clinical notes by the admitting physician and those with clinically apparent vasovagal syncope were
not included.
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The original clinical notes taken by the admitting staff were retrospectively reviewed and
qualitatively compared for qualify and content of family history documentation.

Ethical Approval
All patients were enrolled prospectively with the Cardiac Inherited Diseases Registry New Zealand.
At this time, they provided informed consent for their de-identified clinical data to be used in
research publications. The Cardiac Inherited Diseases Registry New Zealand, and the consent forms
used were given multiregional (national) ethical approval by the New Zealand Health and Disability
Ethics Committees AKX/02/00/107/AM02.(40) Consent forms can be reviewed at
http://www.cidg.org.nz. Patients with a proven cardiac inherited disease were subsequently offered
genetic counselling, genetic testing and clinical family screening as recommended by international
guidelines.(18, 103, 192, 194-196)

Results
Thirty-seven patients were recruited: 22 males and 15 females with a mean age of 51 (range 15-79;
Table 6). Clinical presentation included RSCD,(191) dyspnea or heart failure,(190) and ventricular
tachycardia(98) (Figure 13 top). Their diagnoses, after inpatient cardiology investigation, are
documented in Figure 13 bottom.
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Patient

Sex

Age

Clinical
Presentation

Final Diagnosis

Familial condition

Familial condition

identified by Cardiology

identified by

team

coordinators

1

M

15

RSCD

LQTS

N

N

2

F

39

Syncope

Atrioventricular block

N

N

3

M

58

RSCD

DCM

N

N

4

M

48

Dyspnoea

DCM

N

N

5

M

26

Chest pain

Infiltrative cardiomyopathy

N

N

6

F

47

RSCD

Unknown

N

N

7

M

21

RSCD

Unknown

N

N

8

M

51

RSCD

Unknown

N

N

9

F

57

Chest pain

NSTEMI, known HCM

N

Y

10

F

64

RSCD

Other - viral myocarditis

N

N

11

M

58

Syncope

DCM

N

Y

12

F

72

RSCD

DCM

N

Y

13

M

66

Chest pain

*NSTEMI, obligate LQTS
carrier

N

Y

14

M

44

RSCD

Unknown

N

N

15

M

57

Chest pain

ARVC

N

N

16

M

49

Pre syncope

BrS

N

N

17

M

62

Dyspnoea

DCM

N

Y

47

18

F

58

Dyspnoea

DCM

N

N

19

F

62

Dyspnoea, known
DCM

DCM

N

N

20

M

60

Dyspnoea, known
DCM

DCM

N

Y

21

M

49

VT

DCM

N

N

22

M

20

Abdominal pain

DCM

N

Y

23

M

62

Dyspnoea

DCM

N

Y

24

M

20

RSCD

DCM

N

N

25

F

68

Heart failure

DCM

N

N

26

M

70

Pre syncope

DCM

N

N

27

M

43

Dyspnoea

DCM

N

Y

28

F

54

Dyspnoea

DCM

N

N

29

M

50

VT

DCM

N

N

30

M

25

RSCD

Other - electrocution

N

N

31

M

19

RSCD

HCM

N

N

32

F

79

Heart failure

HCM

N

N

33

F

48

RSCD

LVNC

N

Y

34

F

55

RSCD

Unknown

N

N

35

F

34

RSCD

Unknown

N

N

36

F

45

Chest pain

HCM

N

Y

37

F

57

Dyspnoea

HCM

N

Y

48

Table 6. Details of cohort showing initial presentations of 37 cardiology inpatients with presentations of unknown aetiology, their discharge diagnoses after inpatient assessment
according to the CIDG registry coordinators, and whether a family history was used by the cardiology inpatient team or the CIDG registry coordinators to determine whether
patients were potentially affected by a CID.(35)
*This patient was diagnosed with a NSTEMI, the cardiology inpatient assessment included family history documenting “LQTS”, however the family history obtained by coordinator
revealed he was an obligate LQTS carrier.
ARVC - arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy; BrS - Brugada syndrome; DCM - dilated cardiomyopathy; HCM - hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; LQTS - long QT syndrome;
LVNC - left ventricular non-compaction; NSTEMI - non-ST elevation myocardial infarction; RSCD - resuscitated sudden cardiac death; VT - ventricular tachycardia
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Figure 13. Diagnosis at presentation and diagnoses finally reached at the end of the inpatient admission. (top)
Mode of clinical presentation of 37 cardiology inpatients identified by the CIDG coordinators as definitely or
possibly having inherited heart conditions. (bottom) Diagnoses of 37 patients after full assessment by both the
inpatient cardiolgoy team and CIDG registry coordinators.
CIDG, Cardiac Inherited Disease Group; RSCD, resuscitated sudden cardiac death; VT, ventricular tachycardia; abdo
pain, abdominal pain; DCM, dilated cardiomyopathy; HCM, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; LQTS, long QT syndrome;
ARVC, arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy; Brugada, Brugada syndrome; LVNC, left ventricular noncompaction; Dx, diagnosis.(35)

Documentation of Family History by Inpatient Team
Twenty participants (54%) had no documentation of family history during their admission (see
Figure 14). Of the 17 patients (46%) who did have some family history documented, 14 were
insufficient to either identify or exclude a familial basis for their presentation. In three cases, where
a familial condition was documented, the patients knew their diagnosis, its heritable nature and
volunteered this to the treating physician (however, no family history was documented by the
cardiology team even after this occurred). Six patients had significant factual errors: one was an
obligate LQTS carrier, two had unrecognised immediate family members with ICDs, and in the
remaining three, clear diagnoses in first degree relatives was incorrectly recorded (such as
documenting a SCD which did not occur).
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Figure 14. Flow diagram of assessment of 37 cardiology inpatients. This compares the diagnostic success rate for
detecting familial conditions between the regular inpatient cardiology team and the specialist CID nurses.
CIDG, Cardiac Inherited Disease Group; CID, cardiac inherited disease.(35)

In comparison, when pedigrees were obtained by the coordinators, 29 (78%) patients were able to
provide three full generations of family history with sufficiently detailed clinical knowledge to
enable appropriate assessment of heritability patterns (see Figure 14). All remaining patients were
able to recall details for at least some of their family members. Twelve of the 29 pedigrees (41%)
were strongly consistent with a heritable pathology for the patient’s condition. Of these 12 patients,
5 had no family history documented by the inpatient team, and 4 had an inaccurate family history
documented. The remaining three had already been identified by the admitting team. Therefore, the
link with an inherited disease had not been made in 9 of the 12 familial cases (see Table 6 and
Figure 14 for details of entire cohort).
Full pedigrees took between 30 and 90 min to complete. Identification of unrelated familial
conditions arose and through follow-up, a familial breast and ovarian cancer (BRCA1) mutation was
exposed in one such case. Various factors impeded taking a thorough family history, including the
patient’s physical condition (such as severe heart failure symptoms), emotional state and social or
cultural values about health privacy. Family dynamics and structure such as adoption (n=2) also
played an important part, particularly in some Māori patients where multiple adoptions in and out of
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the family is common cultural practice.(197) Low health literacy of the patient was also a common
limiting factor as some patients did not comprehend the unfamiliar conditions of family members.
In most cases, assistance from relatives was necessary in eliciting details of the family’s
demographics and health history which occasionally required a second consultation from the
coordinator.

Discussion
This simple study demonstrates that detailed family histories are usually not obtained by inpatient
general medical and cardiology staff, and when they are attempted, often contain significant errors
and misleading information. In comparison, detailed family pedigrees can be effectively obtained
by trained allied professionals, which can lead to the identification of inherited cardiac conditions.
To our knowledge, there are no other studies examining the impact of a cardiogenetics team in an
inpatient cardiology service. By comparing inpatient hospital records with details obtained by the
coordinators, we have seen an increased detection rate of cardiac inherited diseases when such
diseases are properly considered. While most patients seen in cardiology wards are discharged with
a definitive diagnosis and underlying aetiology, such as coronary artery disease, this sample
demonstrates that in the remainder of cases, the simple act of obtaining a family history can reveal
an inherited disease: ‘idiopathic’ becomes ‘familial’ in a striking number of cases. In many cases,
the history was not subtle – containing multiple members with a cardiac transplant or death from
DCM, for example. This study reveals the significant proportion of probands who would remain
unrecognised without a supplemental assessment. With respect to the detection of presymptomatic
individuals in the community,(40) for autosomal dominant conditions, it is possible to detect up to
8–9 affected relatives with extensive family cascade screening,(27) although 2–4 is more
common.(40) Therefore, this simple diagnostic test, the family history, also has important positive
implications for the rest of the family and the community at large.(40) Cardiac genetic screening
generally identifies 25–40% of asymptomatic relatives to be at some increased risk.(103, 198)
We document that a detailed three-generation pedigree provides valuable clinical information and
increases detection rate of cardiac inherited disease. However we also found that it takes
considerable time, and that input from family members is highly beneficial. In busy general
cardiology practice, these factors are likely to significantly impede uptake of the latest consensus
guidelines recommending cardiogenetics team involvement in the assessment and management of
relevant patients.(18) Previous studies demonstrate the importance of specialised cardiac inherited
disease team presence in the outpatient setting, particularly in the investigation of sudden
unexplained death and cardiac arrest.(27, 142, 199, 200)
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Our study identifies for the first time, the importance of a cardiac inherited disease team presence in
the inpatient setting. The diagnostic value of provocative pharmacological tests to detect mostly
inherited arrhythmic substrates in cardiac arrest survivors has been established beyond doubt.(201)
The present study reminds us that an essential part of that investigative algorithm is a thorough
family history,(199) and individual centres may wish to devise their own solution using
skilled/trained cardiac nurses such as this study, genetic counsellors or to facilitate more time and
training for their admitting physicians to perform this activity.
With the subsequent passage of time, our coordinators have noticed anecdotally an increased
awareness of cardiac inherited diseases among cardiology staff, and an increased rate of referrals.
This has been facilitated by a specialised cardiac inherited disease team inpatient presence,
scheduled lectures for nursing, physiology staff and clinicians, as well as bedside clinical learning.
Another positive effect is the increased awareness in general of the importance of taking a family
history with each patient.
A potential limitation of this paper is its performance in tertiary referral centres, and as such may not
represent the general population. Furthermore, the referral to the CIDG coordinators was not
systematic and it is possible that some other patients with similar conditions will have escaped the
attention of the CIDG coordinator. While we consider it is likely that the cohort is representative of
this section of cardiology inpatients, it may not be. Replication of this study in a larger cohort, with
further assessment to determine effects of community and familial detection rate, cost-effectiveness
(including diagnostic tests avoided) and patient satisfaction would be contributory.
When patient and families are seen in a specialised cardiac inherited disease clinic, patient
satisfaction has been consistently high.(124, 202, 203) It is imperative now to bring an element of
that specialised knowledge into the inpatient cardiology wards. This study has shown that the
addition of a standard, three-generation (minimum) family tree to an inpatient assessment is of itself
a powerful diagnostic investigation which results in an increased rate of identification of cardiac
inherited diseases in probands and their relatives.

Conclusion
Family histories taken during inpatient cardiology admissions are usually either absent or inaccurate.
Admitting cardiology staff needs to be reminded of the diagnostic value of a thorough family history
for the patient, family and potentially the community. The appointment of dedicated trained staff to
obtain a full family history results in a remarkably increased detection of cardiac inherited diseases.
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Therefore, we suggest that protocols are developed and appropriate staff be trained and employed in
all cardiology inpatient services.
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Chapter 3: Evaluation of a New Heart Rate-Restricted Holter
Monitor Technique in the Diagnosis and Assessment of Long
QT Syndrome
After a doctor has taken a full history from their patient, including a family history, they perform a
physical examination and investigations to help confirm whether their patient is affected by a
particular condition. In LQTS, that investigation is a 12-lead ECG, which as explained in the thesis
introduction has significant limitations. Therefore, we wished to see if adding a Holter monitor to
the initial investigation of someone with suspected LQTS would assist in diagnosis and risk
stratification, and that manuscript (currently under peer review) follows.

Introduction
Long QT syndrome (LQTS) predisposes to malignant ventricular arrhythmias causing cardiac arrest,
predominantly in the young.(20) Diagnosis can be challenging due to the variation in clinical
expression(4) with significant overlap in QT intervals between affected and unaffected
individuals(69, 76) and difficulties in measuring QT intervals.(44) Risk stratification and allocation
of appropriate therapy currently relies on either manifestation of symptoms, which are often life
threatening, or a corrected QTc exceeding 500ms,(20) which is frequently unrecognised by the
majority of physicians.(44) Before these high risk features manifest, the young patient is exposed to
a higher risk; unnecessary had they been identified at initial assessment.
The use of Holter recordings in the assessment of LQTS has previously been studied with variable
results. Some have demonstrated a higher proportion of pathological ventricular arrhythmias(204)
and others not,(78) although a longer QTc in LQTS subjects is commonly seen.(69, 78, 205)
We wished to trial a simplified Holter recording technique to assess repolarisation length using the
simple Bazett heart-rate correction formula which might be more readily adopted into clinical
practice, based on four clinical and research observations:
1. Differentiation of genotype carrier state in relation to exercise is improved at rates below 120
beats per minute (BPM) particularly after exercise,(206)
2. Defining the end of the T-wave can be difficult during sinus tachycardia and during the
associated physical exertion when recordings can be distorted by movement artefact, and the
T-wave blends in with the P-wave,(58)
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3. Normative QTc values vary by sex,(207)
4. Heart rate correction for QT intervals is problematic for very slow or fast rates.(86)
The purpose of this study was thus to explore the use of 24-hour beat to beat recordings, restricting
measurements to heart rates between 40 and 120 BPM and establishing normative upper limits
based on age and sex. We aimed firstly to find the most repeatable measurement among three
alternatives: QTc, RTc (R-wave-to-end-T-wave) and RTPc (R-wave-to-peak-T-wave). Our two
clinical aims were firstly to determine if the measurements might be superior to the 12-lead ECG in
differentiating those with LQTS from those without, and secondly in identifying those with a history
of cardiac arrest.

Methods
This study was approved by the Health and Disability Ethics Committee New Zealand and local area
health board: number 16/NTB/86.

Study Population
Normative Cohort
Normative Holter recording data were obtained from 99 healthy volunteers who were not known to
be taking QT prolonging medications. See Table 7 for demographic details.

Clinical Cohort
One hundred and twenty-nine subjects being assessed for possible LQTS in a regional clinic
underwent Holter recording analysis in addition to usual personal and family history and 12-lead
ECG analysis. Demographic details shown in Table 7. The Holter recording was obtained to
review for arrhythmias and T-wave alternans. Subjects were excluded if they had other congenital
or acquired cardiac conditions or were known to be taking QT prolonging medications. The Holter
recordings were performed prior to beta-blocker therapy in all but 35. Genotype status was
subsequently ascertained.(40) Six probands either did not have genetic testing performed or had an
uninformative result; all 6 had unequivocal disease and Schwartz score ≥4. There was a total of 95
gene positive individuals including probands and gene positive relatives; these individuals together
with the 6 gene unknown probands are henceforth called the LQTS group (101 subjects). The 28
individuals who were gene negative for the disease causing variant identified within the family are
called the “gene negative cohort”.
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Entire group
Total

99

Normative

Age

Females
Age

Total

Girls

Total

Women

range;

range;

girls

age

adult

mean

mean

<15

range

women

age (SD)

(SD)

7months

Total

Males

49

7months

21

age

Total

Boys

Total

Men age range

Girls

Women

Females

age

range,

boys

age

adult

(years, (SD))

vs

vs men

vs

range

mean

<15

range

men

(years,

(years,

(SD)

(SD))

(SD))

7months

28

Total

P-value

boys

males

(years,
(SD))

20 - 67

50

1 – 37

31

1-14

- 67

–

– 14

years;

years;

years; 9

years; 19

67years;

years;

34 (11)

15.4 (9)

(3)

(13)

22.5

7.5 (4)

19

16 - 37 years;

0.12

0.006

0.007

0.27

0.01

0.68

0.31

1.0

0.006

26 (6)

(16)
28

2 – 54

14

4 – 50

8

4 – 13

6

15 – 50

14

2 – 54

10

2 – 13

Gene

years;

years;

years;

years;

years;

years;

Negative

17.4 (17)

16 (13)

8.4 (3)

26.3

18.8

6.5 (4)

(14)

(20)

4

45 – 54 years;
49.5 (4)

Relatives
101

LQTS

P-value

3months

53

3

26

3

27

15-67

48

3

37

3

– 67

months-

months-

years,

months-

months-

years; 18

67

14

35 (13)

49

14

(16)

years;

years, 8

years,

years, 7

22 (17)

(4)

13 (13)

(5)

0.9

0.6

0.4

0.04

0.6

0.7

(Normative vs
LQTS)

57

11

16-49, 35 (11)

<0.0001

Table 7. Demographics of normative and LQTS cohorts. Healthy men are younger than healthy women and younger than men with LQTS. Boys with LQTS are slightly
younger than their healthy counterparts.
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There has been a median of 8.6 years since the initial ECG (or Holter monitor if date of first ECG
unavailable) (range 0days – 21years); 1000 patient years. During this time, each LQTS subject has
had a median of 4 good quality ECGs on different days (total 493, range 1-14) and each gene
negative family member a median of 1 ECG. ECGs were at least 72 hours post cardiac arrest, and
performed without known electrolyte disturbances or in the presence of QT prolonging medications.
For the purposes of this study, we report the first ECG in the medical record fitting these criteria and
then the “worst” 12-lead ECG obtained during follow-up, meaning the ECG with the longest QTc
interval.
All patients or their guardians provided written informed consent to participate in the New Zealand
Cardiac Inherited Diseases Registry and have their anonymised clinical and genetic data used for
research into their condition (as previously described).(40)

Data Collection
Patient Information
Demographic data and personal histories were collected from medical records, most stored
prospectively as part of the registry. Cardiac arrest was defined as sudden cardiac death or
resuscitated cardiac death (requiring bystander CPR or DC cardioversion) with or without
documented ventricular tachycardia. Syncope was defined as an abrupt, transient loss of
consciousness with spontaneous recovery. Clinically apparent vasovagal syncope was not included
in this category.

ECG Analysis
The first three authors (KWS, AC, JL) each blinded to patient identify, genotype and clinical
outcome performed the 12-lead ECG analysis. The QT interval was measured from the beginning
of the QRS complex to the end of the T-wave as defined by the “tangent technique” where the
tangent of the steepest slope of the second limb of the T-wave crosses the isoelectric line.(66) The
longest measurement of lead II or V5 was taken, and compared with age and sex based reference
ranges and classified as prolonged (children 1-15 years old ≥460ms, men ≥450ms and women
≥470ms(207); or ≥500ms.(20) Following this, the first ECG recorded on the system, and if
available, the “worst ECG” i.e. the ECG with the longest QTc measured during follow-up were
analysed.
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Holter Recordings and Analyses
All study subjects underwent a 3-lead 24hour Holter recording, and all heart beats of adequate
quality within the restricted heart rate range were analysed. LifeCard CF monitors and Del Mar
Impressario software (Washington, USA) were used to calculate QT for heart rates between 40-120
beats per minute only, by an experienced cardiac technician. QT intervals of faster and slower rates
were not recorded. This commercially available method uses semi-automated measurement
(Laguna algorithm)(208) with caliper placement and periodic adjustment by the technician, with end
QT defined by zero crossing point. The Holter recordings began in 2000. This method tends to give
a longer QT than the “tangent” technique but an algorithm for automated measurement using the
tangent method was not available to us. Bazett correction was used to calculate QTc; this is
incorporated in the computer software and gives an automated report; other correction calculations
were not available to us.
R-wave to peak T-wave (RTP), and R-wave to end T-wave (RT) were also recorded and corrected in
the same way for heart rate (RTPc and RTc respectively).
Repeatability (reproducibility) was tested between and within observers for mean QTc, RTc and
RTPc. Twenty of the Holter recordings were analysed twice in a blinded fashion to assess withinobserver repeatability and a second physiologist scanned the same 20 recordings to assess betweenobserver repeatability.

Statistical Analyses
Assumptions of the t-test were tested and all data were analysed by unpaired parametric and nonparametric tests as appropriate. Continuous variables have been expressed as mean ± standard
deviation (SD) or median and interquartile range (IQR). Chi-squared tests were used for binary
variables. Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism version 6.0e for Mac,
GraphPad Software, La Jolla California USA, www.graphpad.com.
Statistical analysis of observer repeatability tests was achieved through Bland Altman plots and 95%
limits of repeatability. QTc, RTc and RTPc intervals were compared using one-way Anova. These
statistics were performed using SAS statistical package, version 8, SAS Institute, Cary, North
Carolina. In all cases, two-tailed P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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Results
Repeatability of Holter Recording Assessment
Within observer assessments were more repeatable. Service constraints prevented us using a single
observer, but a small pool was intensively trained and supervised carefully by the lead technician
(HH). Measurement of mean values was much more repeatable than the maximum values, so only
mean values are reported. Repeatability values were remarkably good (in comparison to 12-lead
ECG interpretation of QTc). Measurement to the peak of the T-wave (i.e. RTPc) was more
repeatable (95% interobserver repeatability limits ±3ms (±1%)) than to the end of the T-wave (i.e.
QTc, 95% interobserver repeatability limits ±15ms (±3.5%)) or RTc (±14ms (±4%)). Given these
results, we elected to include RTPc as well as QTc in the analysis of the normative and clinical
cohorts.

Holter Findings of Healthy Volunteers
Mean Holter QTc and RTPc
We examined the results for each cohort; girls, boys, women and men. For both measurements,
adult men had significantly shorter average values than both women and children. See Figures 15 A
and B and Table 8.
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Figure 15 (A): Mean QTc and (B) RTPc values for each healthy volunteer group based on age and sex (21 girls,
31 boys, 28 women and 19 men). Healthy males have shorter mean QTcs and RTPcs than women and children.
(C) Normal range of mean QTc shown in grey shading for girls plus boys plus women and for men. The mean
QTc values for the girls, boys, women and men with LQTS are shown ± SD. There is no significant difference in
measurements between the groups. (D) Normal range of mean RTPc shown in grey shading for girls plus boys
plus women and men, and then the mean RTPc values for the girls, boys, women and men with LQTS which are
all similar.
Plot shows mean ± SD, ms=milliseconds
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Girls

Boys

Children
(girls and
boys)

Women

Men

P-value

girls vs
boys

women vs
children

men vs
women

men vs
children

Healthy normative cohort
Mean Holter
QTc (ms)

425 (16)

422 (13)

423 (14)

426 (18)

408 (19)

0.45

0.44

0.002

0.005

Mean Holter
RTPc (ms)

291 (15)

289 (11)

290 (13)

293 (16)

274 (20)

0.55

0.41

0.0007

<0.0001

LQTS clinical cohort
Mean Holter
QTc (ms)

492 (18)

474 (29)

481 (39)

485 (35)

469 (31)

0.07

0.66

0.19

0.3

Mean Holter
RTPc (ms)

355 (42)

345 (47)

349 (45)

357 (47)

338 (25)

0.39

0.42

0.2

0.44

Table 8: Mean Holter QTc and RTPc values for healthy volunteers (21 girls, 31 boys, 28 women and 19 men) and LQTS subjects (26 girls, 37 boys, 27 women and 11 men).
Healthy boys, girls and women have similar mean QTc and RTPc values, but men have significantly shorter values than women and children. Mean (SD)
ms=milliseconds
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To examine the potential effect of gonadal hormones on these results, we reperformed the analyses
excluding adolescents aged 11-15 years on the assumption that most children 10 years old or
younger have not yet reached puberty, and that the maximal changes would have occurred by the
age of 16. Young girls aged ≤10 years had an average mean QTc of 427ms (SD12) compared with
women (425ms, SD18), P=0.85. Young boys aged ≤10 years had an average mean QTc of 424ms
(SD13) compared with men 408ms (SD19), P=0.0004. There was no significant difference between
RTPc values for the younger versus older females (292ms (SD14) vs 293ms (SD16) respectively,
P=0.84) but men had shorter RTPc values than young boys (274ms (SD20) vs 289ms (SD12)
respectively, P=0.005). Since excluding the peri-pubertal results made no material difference, all
values were included in the generation of the mean and ranges for females and males. Further it was
evident that the dominant post-pubertal change was not a rise in QTc or RTPc in women, but rather
a decrease in QTc and RTPc in men.

Formation of Normative Values
Due to the similarities in results between girls, boys and women, results were amalgamated (mean
Holter QTc 424ms (SD15)). Values were significantly longer than adult men, P=0.0002. We
formed two mean Holter QTc reference ranges by expression two standard deviations from the mean
(i.e. including 95.5% of the population): (1) women plus children (mean 424ms±30) i.e. 394-454ms
and (2) men (mean 408ms±38) i.e. 370-446ms. We followed the same process in forming
normative ranges for the mean RTPc values: (1) women and children together (average mean RTPc
291ms±28 and (2) men 274ms±40 (P=0.0001). Therefore, the mean Holter RTPc reference range
for (1) women and children together is 263-319ms and (2) for men is 234-314ms. See Figures 15C
and D (shaded grey areas) and Table 9.
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Mean value (SD)

Lower and upper

Highest mean value

limits (mean – 2SD
and mean + 2 SD)
Mean QTc women

424 (15)

394 – 454

467

408 (19)

370 – 446

436

291 (14)

263 – 319

325

274 (20)

234 – 314

303

plus children (ms)
Mean QTc men
(ms)
Mean RTPc women
plus children (ms)
Mean RTPc men
(ms)
Table 9: Summarises mean Holter QTc and RTPc findings for each age/sex based normative group. The newly
formed reference range is shown in bold in the third column
ms=milliseconds

Clinical Cohort
After developing the normative ranges, we examined the utility of this investigation in (1) diagnosis
and (2) risk stratification of those with possible LQTS.

Genotype Status
Of the 95 genotype positive individuals, 71 had a KCNQ1 mutation (median age 13 years, range 0
months – 67 years, IQR 6 – 35, 49% male), 23 had a KCNH2 mutation (median age 8 years, range 3
months – 49 years, IQR 4 – 16, 43% male) and 1 had Jervell and Lange-Nielsen Syndrome (10 year
old female). Six probands with uninformative tests but Schwartz score ≥4 had a median age of 13
(range 10 – 16), IQR 11 – 15), and 50% were male. Twenty-eight relatives who were tested for the
mutation identified within their family were genotype negative for the familial mutation, and have
remained asymptomatic during follow-up.

Symptomatic Status
In the LQTS group, 10 individuals suffered cardiac arrest, 24 experienced an arrhythmogenic
syncope as their most severe symptom, and 67 have remained asymptomatic. None of the 28 gene
negative relatives have experienced a LQTS-related symptom.
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Cardiac arrest occurred prior to the Holter recording in 8/10 cases, and in two during follow-up,
with a minimum of one week between the event and recording. The age at cardiac arrest occurred at
a mean of 21 years (±15 years, range 6 months – 41 years).

Results of the LQTS Group
Demographics and comparison with the normative cohort are shown in Table 7. We replicated the
process followed with the normative group, studying each age/sex cohort and examining the
potential effect of gonadal hormones.

Mean Holter QTc and RTPc
Results are shown in Table 8 and Figures 15 C and D. When we removed the adolescents aged 1115, no change was seen between young girls and women in mean QTc values (n=17 and 25, mean
486ms (SD 53) and mean 483ms (SD 25), P=0.8 or young boys and men (n=25 and 11, mean 479ms
(SD 24) and 469ms (SD 31) respectively, P=0.31. Mean RTPc was likewise similar for women and
younger girls (P=0.8) but men had shorter values than younger boys (P=0.005).

Diagnosis of LQTS Using Mean Holter QTc and RTPc
The LQTS cohort had significantly longer mean QTc and mean RTPc results than the relevant
normative cohort: average mean QTc for women plus children 482ms (SD 38) and men 469ms (SD
31), P<0.0001; average mean RTPc for women plus children 351ms (SD 46) and men 338ms (SD
23), P<0.001. Sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of LQTS are shown in Table 10.

Risk Stratification Using Mean Holter QTc and RTPc
We compared the results of the cardiac arrest cohort with those who did not have a cardiac arrest
(i.e. the remainder of the LQTS group). Those who suffered a cardiac arrest had longer mean Holter
QTc measurements (mean 495ms (SD 23) versus mean 480ms (SD 37), P=0.24) and mean Holter
RTPc measurements (mean 365ms SD 20) versus mean 344ms (SD 31), P=0.03 than those who did
not.
Each mean QTc or RTPc value was then expressed as a millisecond deviation above or below the
age/sex based upper limit of normal (ULN) from our newly defined reference range. Those who had
cardiac arrest had higher values (mean QTc P=0.19 and mean RTPc P=0.027 respectively). Figure
16 demonstrates the distribution of values for mean RTPc. It is striking that none with a cardiac
arrest had a value below 19ms above the ULN. We thus elected to use a cutoff of 15ms above the
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age/sex based RTPc ULN to calculate sensitivity and specificity for comparison with ECG
determined measurements, and the results are summarised in Table 10.

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

First ECG QTc prolonged

69

92

First ECG QTc ≥500ms

23

100

Worst ECG QTc prolonged

86

88

Worst ECG QTc ≥500ms

43

100

Mean Holter QTc ≥ULN

85

75

Mean Holter RTPc ≥ULN

89

86

First ECG QTc prolonged

100

16

First ECG QTc ≥500ms

20

77

Worst ECG QTc prolonged

100

16

Worst ECG QTc ≥500ms

60

59

Mean Holter QTc

90

15

Mean Holter RTPc ≥15ms above ULN

100

34

LQTS Disease Status

Risk of Cardiac Arrest

Table 10: Comparison of the sensitivity and specificity values of 12-lead ECG QTc measurements (first and
worst on record) and mean Holter QTc and RTPc for the diagnosis and risk stratification of LQTS among 101
genotype positive individuals.
ms=milliseconds; ULN=upper limit of normal
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Figure 16: (A) Figures show QTc values from the initial 12-lead ECG expressed as milliseconds above the age/sex
based reference values. Only 2/10 patients who had cardiac arrest (left side) and 7/24 symptomatic patients (right
side) had a QTc exceeding 500ms on their first ECG. (B) Mean Holter RTPc values from 101 LQTS subjects
expressed as milliseconds outside the age/sex based reference range. Results from 10 cardiac arrest survivors are
shown on the left vs the rest, and on the right the symptomatic versus asymptomatic are shown. Only one
symptomatic patient had a value in the normal range.

To then determine whether the mean Holter QTc or RTPc could distinguish those at risk of any
cardiac symptom, we compared two groups: symptomatic LQTS individuals (who experienced
either cardiac arrest or syncope) versus asymptomatic LQTS individuals. Symptomatic LQTS
individuals had longer mean Holter QTcs than the asymptomatic cohort; mean 491ms (SD 41) and
mean 477ms (SD 32) respectively, P=0.08. Similarly, they had longer mean RTPc values; mean
356ms (SD 35) versus mean 341ms (SD 27), P<0.02.
When the data was expressed as milliseconds outside the age/sex based reference range, the
differences between the symptomatic and asymptomatic groups remained (mean QTc P=0.06 and
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RTPc P<0.02), see Figure 16B. Only one symptomatic patient had a mean RTPc in the normal
range.

Comparison of Novel Holter Measurements with 12-lead ECG
The results from the Holter study were compared with ECG findings from the same patients to
compare whether the new investigation has additional benefit to the standard 12-lead ECG in either
the diagnosis or risk stratification of LQTS. We compared the sensitivity and specificity of each of
the following tests: the first and “worst" ECGs and mean Holter QTc and RTPc. A mean RTPc
value over the ULN had a diagnostic value similar to the longest QTc recorded on a 12-lead ECG
over long-term follow-up (specificity 89%, sensitivity 86%). See Table 10.
Of the 10 patients with cardiac arrest, 8 had an initial ECG QTc less than 500ms, and 4 never had a
QTc over 500ms during follow-up. All were identified by a mean Holter RTPc >15ms above the
ULN (i.e. the negative predictive value for cardiac arrest was 100%) and all but one by a mean
Holter QTc exceeding the age/sex based ULN. Of the 24 who experienced syncope as their worst
symptom, 17 (71%) had an initial ECG QTc <500ms. Eleven (46%) never had a QTc >500ms
during follow-up either. See Figure 16. Only one symptomatic patient had mean Holter
repolarisation values below the age/sex based cut off (and he later developed a 12-lead ECG QTc
>500ms). Therefore, only 1 symptomatic patient (out of 34) would not have been identified by
combining an initial 12-lead ECG and Holter monitor measures of repolarisation.

Discussion
This exploratory study of Holter records in 99 healthy individuals, 101 individuals with LQTS and
28 family-gene negative individuals shows that heart-rate restricted average measurements of
repolarisation length (particularly RTPc) can be highly reproducible between observers, and that
normative values are lower in adult males compared to boys, girls and women. The results
demonstrate that the Holter mean RTPc is better in diagnosing LQTS than the first ECG performed,
is similar to the worst ECG performed during follow-up (based on QTc alone), and that a mean
Holter RTPc in the normal range correlates with low risk of symptoms and cardiac arrest.
Repeatability of maximal values was poor, meaning that they are unlikely to be of future clinical
value. The most repeatable measurements were the mean QTc and mean RTPc, with confidence
levels of repeatability very much less than those for QTc measurement from the 12-lead ECG.(44)
This suggests this technique may find clinical value, particularly in the early assessment of
individuals with a borderline QTc on 12 lead, and also potentially in the assessment of the effects of
QT prolonging drugs such as sotalol, and some psychoactive medications. This Holter technique
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may also be especially attractive to non-LQT experts, for whom assessment of the 12-lead ECG is
most challenging.(44) We have not yet performed repeatability between two 24 hour periods, but
this would be a worthwhile exercise, particularly given the large variability in QTc between two 12lead ECGs even taken minutes apart. Our sense would be that these Holter values would likely vary
less since they already encompass the diurnal changes over 24 hours, but this has yet to be proven.
A striking result was the lower overall QTc and RTPc in men compared to both women and
children. We did not see a rise in QTc in women over puberty, but rather a fall in males. This
suggests that testosterone may, in healthy individuals, be a more powerful influence on QTc than the
female sex hormones. This observation needs to be repeated in another cohort, but is an intriguing
finding. In the practical sense, it means that the normative range is lower in adult men than all other
groups. It also means that larger numbers of adult males now need to be studied – which will likely
bring the normative upper limit down; the highest mean RTPc recorded in the adult males was
303ms, but the ULN derived from two standard deviations is 314ms, due to the relatively small
sample size.
Mean RTPc had an even tighter repeatability than mean QTc (1% vs 3.5%). We consider this is
most likely to be due to the automated detection algorithm for the end of the T-wave (the Laguna
algorithm defining the zero crossing point), sometimes failing. The cardiac technical staff often
observed a jump of the caliper away from the T-wave, particularly when the end of the T-wave had
a shallow slope. This was corrected when seen, but the algorithm detecting the peak of the T-wave
was much more reliable. Whether this will be of clinical import in the assessment of other types of
long QT syndrome remains to be seen, given the variety of T-wave morphologies encountered.
It is known that the 12-lead ECG has significant limitations in the diagnosis of LQTS due to the
heterogeneous LQTS clinical phenotype which overlaps with the normal population(4, 69, 76) and
difficulties in QT interval measurement.(44) The poor sensitivity of this test (69% using the upper
limits of normal and 23% for >500ms) contrasts with the high sensitivity of the mean Holter RTPc
(89%) in the diagnosis of LQTS (Table 10). Therefore, performing a 24-hour heart rate restricted
Holter monitor, measuring repolarisation values at the initial assessment, may increase clinical
certainty regarding diagnosis. The test may be a useful adjunct to the standing test and exercise
provocation in determining phenotype, and has the advantage that human measurement error is
eliminated.
The ultimate goal in LQTS management is preventing sudden cardiac death whilst enabling as
normal a life as possible. Presence of prior syncope or a QTc>500ms on the worst ECG indicates a
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high-risk individual where risk reduction should be urgently pursued.(131) In many patients though,
no clear risk factors are present on initial consultation, and accurate risk assessment is thus not
possible. Although six of the ten patients suffering cardiac arrest eventually developed overt QT
prolongation, it took up to 14.5 years to do so. No cardiac arrest survivor had a mean Holter RTPc
less than 15ms above the ULN (100% negative predictive value). If supported by other cohorts, this
Holter analysis technique may help identify a group of LQTS patients where we may be less
aggressive with therapeutic interventions. This would be analogous to having repeated normal 12lead ECGs during follow-up, but with the information available right at the start.
This study has a number of weaknesses and limitations. The software does not yet allow us to use
different heart rate correction formulae. We took a pragmatic approach to heart rate limitation at the
outset (40-120bpm), we cannot undo that and re-analyse all heart rates, which would be interesting
for future studies. This also means that in many cases we cannot reliably study diurnal
variation.(80) We also were not able to analyse changes in T-wave morphology, a science which
has considerable promise. We have no subjects with the less common forms of LQTS in the study,
such as LQTS types 3, 4 and 6. The Holter monitors were performed after cardiac arrest in 8/10
cases, therefore this paper shows an association with cardiac events rather than defining a prognostic
benefit and prospective investigation would be useful. Further, we have not systematically
compared the results to those of exercise test or standing provocation.(62, 70, 73, 209) This was not
possible because this data has been collated over 17 years. We have not yet performed repeatability
between two 24 hour periods, but this would be a worthwhile exercise, as would repeating the
investigation with the probands excluded. Nevertheless, it is the first to report repeatability of a
Holter technique to assess repolarisation, produce age and sex based normative values, and the first
to report correlation of results with clinical outcome.

Conclusion
This study introduces a new Holter technique to assess individuals with possible LQTS, and their
risk of symptoms and cardiac arrest. Analysis is restricted to heart rates between 40 and 120 beats
per minutes. The most reproducible and potentially clinically useful measurement of repolarisation
length was the mean RTPc related to normative age and sex specific ranges. A fall in repolarisation
measurements in adult men suggests testosterone rather than oestrogen or progesterone plays a more
significant role in cardiac repolarisation length in healthy individuals. Upfront assessment of
individuals potentially affected by LQTS with this simple and reproducible technique allows a high
sensitivity of LQTS diagnosis, and to date, a 100% negative predictive value for the occurrence of
cardiac for values in the normal range. If the work is supported by studies in other cohorts, it is a
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test which will be a useful adjuvant to the 12-lead ECG and standing and exercise testing in the
assessment of risk in LQTS.
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Chapter 4: Beta-blocker adherence in familial long QT
syndrome
Following diagnosis, the doctor determines the patient’s risk of syncope or death. Depending on
their assessment, consideration may be given to starting beta-blockers. Many factors are involved,
including patient preference. However, despite their documented efficacy, beta-blockers will only
work if consistently taken long-term, and the following paper(36) makes the first attempt in the
literature at quantifying beta-blocker adherence in familial LQTS.

Introduction
Medical management of long QT syndrome (LQTS) types 1 and 2 is based on long-term
uninterrupted beta-blockade because they are known to significantly reduce the risk of all cardiac
events.(7, 111, 210) This is particularly pertinent for patients with LQTS type 1 because of
missense mutations in the C-loops of KCNQ1.(6, 128) Despite this, break-through cardiac events
continue to occur,(210) and possible reasons for this include lack of adherence at the time of cardiac
event, (111) insufficient dose or incomplete effectiveness,(210) and possibly variable efficacy of
different beta-blockers.(24, 160) However, despite the potentially lethal consequence of medication
failure, the quantification of beta-blocker adherence in this population has never been formally
studied.
LQTS patients in general may be at high risk of nonadherence because adherence is generally poorer
in chronic conditions, in the young, and particularly during adolescence.(211)
Because medication nonadherence may predispose to sudden death in LQTS, it is important to
document barriers to patient uptake of medication. Analysis of adherence is the first step toward
this. A new community and hospital pharmacy electronic recording system was established recently
in the Auckland region of New Zealand. Everyone in New Zealand has a unique patient identifier,
which is used for all hospital, specialist, and pharmacy visits. In a cohort of LQTS patients for
whom beta-blockers had been recommended, we aimed to study adherence by assessment of their
electronic health records and pharmacy take up-rates to document medication possession ratio
(MPR).
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Methods
Study Design and Patient Cohort
Patients enrolled in the New Zealand Cardiac Inherited Disease Registry who were gene positive for
LQTS1 or LQTS2 and who lived in the Auckland District Health Board region (population »480
000) were reviewed for this study (n=90; Figure 17). They had prospectively consented to their data
being used for research,(40) and approval from the local ethics committee was also obtained.
Patients’ electronic health records were reviewed to confirm beta-blockers had been recommended.
Fifteen patients, in whom beta-blockers were never prescribed, were excluded. In one further
patient, they were only prescribed for the postpartum period, leaving 74 in whom long-term betablocker therapy was intended. Five of these 74 patients (7%) ceased beta-blockers because of
documented adverse side effects and one had a left cardiac sympathetic denervation (LCSD) for
professed nonadherence before study commencement (n=1). The remaining 68 patients remained
eligible for the study, which commenced either from the patients’ first pharmacy dispensation date
or from January 1, 2011 (as some eligible patients were primarily nonadherent before
commencement of pharmacy records). Data were censored on October 31, 2013 (after a 34-month
period) or when the patient had an LCSD performed for nonadherence, whichever occurred first.
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Figure 17. Beta-blocker adherence study cohort. Of 68 people who agreed to long-term beta-blockers, 51% had
suboptimal adherence and only 13% had ideal adherence as demonstrated by MPR (medication possession
ratio)(36)
LQT1, long QT syndrome type 1; LQT2, long QT syndrome type 2

Management Strategy for Patients with LQTS1 and LQTS2
In an effort to achieve optimal adherence in as many of our patients as possible, our approach with
both patients and their families is to have a frank and non-judgmental discussion about medical
therapy. We explain the indications for treatment, expected risk reduction, possible adverse effects
and the need for uninterrupted therapy. Patients are invited to commence therapy immediately, take
a prescription to commence after further family based consideration, or to return for another clinic
appointment if the patient is uncertain. Once daily preparations are prescribed whenever possible,
although this is still not possible in young children unable to take tablets. If patients decline betablocker therapy, profess to an ability to be adherent, or have unacceptable side effects, we discuss
LCSD.(212)
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We strongly advocate treatment in any patient who has experienced syncope or cardiac arrest or has
a C-loop missense LQTS1 mutation, and recommend primary prevention in those at risk of
developing symptoms. These patients include anyone with a QTc outside the normal range
(especially if QTc exceeds 500ms), boys with LQTS1, women with LQTS2 or anyone participating
in high risk activities (particularly swimming). We offer beta-blockers, but do not consider them to
be essential, if the QTc is consistently <470ms and none of these just stated characteristics are
present.(32) We review patients as dictated by their particular clinical situation. Where new
therapy is initiated or patients are requiring increased support (such as after a new diagnosis or
clinical event), patients can be reviewed monthly. Thereafter, during adolescence and child bearing
years, annual review is normal, and in very low-risk patients, a 2-year review may be scheduled.
Patients are provided 2 separate direct methods of contact, and are invited to request a review
whenever they feel the need.

Data Collection
Demographic data including socioeconomic status using the New Zealand Deprivation Index, which
is a census-based local domicile 10-point index of deprivation.(213) Clinical information such as
genotype, mode and time of presentation and family history of LQTS and sudden cardiac death was
also collected.
The pharmacy data recorded includes date of prescription filled, generic and brand drug name, drug
dosage, form (e.g. tablets or syrup), quantity of medication dispensed, administration instructions
and pharmacy name and contact details.

Pharmacy Outcome of Interest
Beta-blocker use in the 68 patients who agreed to long-term beta-blocker adherence and did not
report significant adverse side effects was assessed by the MPR over the study period. This is a
common method of calculating medication adherence(214) and is considered to be a reasonable
representation of medication consumption.(215) MPR was calculated with a frequently used
formula: the number of days’ supply of medication dispensed during a specified study period
divided by the number of days from the first dispensation to the end of the study period.(214)
Adequate adherence was defined as those with MPR ≥0.8 and ideal MPR ≥1.0.(214, 215) We also
included individuals who appeared to have initial nonadherence, giving an MPR of 0.

Statistical Analyses
Patient characteristics were summarised using descriptive statistics: continuous data including age
and deprivation index are reported as median with interquartile range, and categorical data are
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reported as frequency with percentages. Categorical data include MPR, ethnicity, family history of
sudden death and clinical presentation. Ordinal logistic regression was used to identify predictors of
adherence to beta-blockers. Variables considered included age, clinical presentation, family history,
ethnicity, and deprivation index and were considered significantly associated with beta-blocker
adherence when P value is <0.05. MPR was grouped into 4 categories: MPR 0 to <0.5; 0.5 to <0.8;
0.8 to <1.0, and ³1.0. Ethnicity was grouped into binary variables: Maori/Pacific Islander versus
European/other. Analyses were performed in the statistical package SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute,
Cary, NC, USA) and GraphPad Prism version 6.0e for Mac, GraphPad Software, La Jolla California
USA, www.graphpad.com.

Results
Clinical Cohort
Sixty-eight patients (including 30 probands) were available for study inclusion because they were
expected to be taking beta-blockers in Auckland during the study period according to their clinical
records (Table 9). No cardiac events were documented during this period.
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Number (%) or

Number (%) with

median (IQR)

MPR<0.8

Females

49 (72)

26 (38)

KCNQ1

44 (65)

26 (38)

KCNH2

24 (35)
27 years (15 – 48)
(Min = 11months,
max = 73years)

Age at end of study
period (years)

Mode of presentation

Deprivation Index in
deciles (Wealthy areas
have a lower number)

Ethnicity

0 to 4 years

3 (5)

1 (1)

5 to18 years

22 (32)

12 (18)

>18 years

43 (63)

22 (32)

Family screening

38 (56)

18 (26)

Incidental diagnosis

8 (12)

4 (6)

Syncope

16 (23)

9 (13)

Cardiac arrest

6 (9)

3 (4)

1

10 (15)

3 (4)

2

8 (12)

5 (7)

3

8 (12)

6 (9)

4

7 (10)

3 (4)

5

1 (1)

1 (1)

6

6 (9)

5 (7)

7

2 (3)

1 (1)

8

2 (3)

0 (0)

9

11 (16)

4 (6)

10

13 (19)

7 (10)

Maori

9 (13)

5 (7)

Pacific Islander

3 (4)

2 (3)

European

52 (77)

27 (40)
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Other

4 (6)

1 (1)

Yes

44 (65)

21 (31)

No

24 (35)

14 (21)

0 to <0.5

19 (28)

N/A

Medication possession

0.5 to <0.8

16 (24)

N/A

ratio (MPR)

0.8 to <1.0

24 (35)

N/A

³1.0

9 (13)

N/A

Family history of
sudden cardiac death

Table 11. Demographic and clinical details of 68 patients with LQT1 and LQT2 in whom beta-blocker adherence
was studied.(36)

The initial beta-blockers taken by the 61 initially adherent patients were metoprolol controlled
release (n=32), nadolol (n=20), atenolol (n=8), and celiprolol (n=1). For initial beta-blocker
prescribed according to the age group, see Table 12. Seven patients changed to nadolol and 1
patient swapped from nadolol to metoprolol controlled release. In preschool children, twice-daily
liquid atenolol is most commonly used, transferring to once daily nadolol when they can reliably
take a tablet.

≤4yo

5-19yo

20-40yo

≥41yo

Atenolol

3

2

0

3

Nadolol

0

15

3

2

Metoprolol controlled release

0

7

11

14

Celiprolol

0

0

0

1

Table 12. Initial beta-blocker prescribed according to age group.(36)
yo = year old

Most patients were followed-up regularly in cardiology outpatient appointments: mean of 2.4
visits/patient during the 34month follow-up period (range 0–6). The total number of cardiology
encounters (including inpatient admissions and outpatient investigations when a cardiologist was
seen [excluding implantable cardioverter defibrillator checks and echocardiograms for example])
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was a median of 2 per patient during the follow-up period (range, 0-8). Any additional private
practice encounters (which are uncommon) were not recorded.

Medication Adherence
Medication Possession Ratio
The total number of study days was 55 374 (151.7 patient-years; median: 2.7; interquartile range:
1.4–3.1 years). Median MPR was 0.79, ranging from 0 to 1.3. Thirty-five patients (51%) had
suboptimal adherence (MPR<0.8) including 7 who never filled a prescription (MPR=0). Thirtythree (49%) had adequate adherence (MPR>0.8) including 9 (13%) with ideal adherence
(MPR³1.0; Table 9).

Patients with Low Adherence
In patients with suboptimal adherence, hospital records show that many attended appointments and
answered direct questions about adherence and adverse drug effects positively. However, their
corresponding electronic dispensing records suggest that no medications had been dispensed, and
therefore that the affected person had not been adherent. Furthermore, in 23 patients whose
dispensation data would suggest a period of nonadherence, 26 outpatient cardiology appointments
occurred where an opportunity to provide a new prescription existed.

Primary b-Blocker Nonadherence
Of 68 patients, 7 (10%) were primarily nonadherent. There were 5 females, and 4 patients with
LQTS1. Presentations included cardiac arrest (3), syncope (1) and family screening (3). All 7 had a
family history of sudden cardiac death, and their age ranged between 14 and 58 years (median 28).
We contacted these 7 patients after the end of the study, with the permission of their supervising
clinicians. Rationale for nonadherence fell into 3 main categories: first the disorganised patient,
one of whom has hypoxic encephalopathy after an LQTS-related cardiac arrest. These 2 patients
have since had an LCSD performed. Second, 3 patients had a fear of medication side effects, and
finally 2 perceived their risk to be low (contrary to the views of their cardiologists). Two of these
patients have since commenced regular beta-blockade and one now has an implantable cardioverter
defibrillator.
Twenty-two patients were prescribed beta-blockers for the first time after the study commenced.
Median time between the first prescription and dispensation was 5 days (range, 1-100 days), 4
(18%) took more than one month to obtain the first prescription.
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Adherence in a High-Risk Subset
We used the presence of an implantable cardioverter defibrillator to denote a group of high-risk
patients. There were seventeen such patients. Mean MPR was 0.58 (range 0.0–1.3), and MPR was
normally distributed. Suboptimal adherence was present in 11 patients, 4 of whom have had an
LCSD.

Predictors of Beta-Blocker Adherence
No studied variables, including length of follow-up, could be shown to be related to compliance
with beta-blocker medical therapy, see Table 13.

Clinical and
Predictor

Odds

demographic

Ratio1

variables

95%
Confidence

P value

Limit
0.59

Clinical presentation
Cardiac Arrest vs Family
screening
Syncope vs Family
screening
Incidental diagnosis vs
Family screening

Deprivation Index

2.93

0.52 to 16.57

1.47

0.48 to 4.49

0.89

0.19 to 4.10

0.94

0.80 to 1.09

0.39

1.11

0.40 to 3.03

0.84

0.99

0.96 to 1.01

0.27

0.58

0.15 to 2.82

0.43

(10-point scale)
Family history of

No vs Yes

sudden cardiac death
Age (in years)
European/Other vs

Ethnicity

Maori/Pacific

Table 13. Relationship of clinical and demographic features to beta-blocker adherence.(36)
1

The probability of poorer compliance was modeled using ordinal logistic regression.
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Discussion
This study shows adherence to beta-blockers is suboptimal in a large percentage of people in
Auckland with LQTS1 and LQTS2, and it is completely absent in 10%.
There is no perfect way to study medication adherence; each technique has its weaknesses. Even
methods that electronically record date and time of medication canister openings and pill counts do
not prove the tablet is swallowed, and electronically or directly observing therapy, quantifying
adherence during a clinical trial, or even closely monitored participation in an international registry,
may itself encourage unnaturally good adherence. A questionnaire-based approach relying on
subjective interpretation or recollection may influence the patient to produce results which they feel
would satisfy the clinician.
This study is thus flawed, though it may use the best technique available. Whilst it is unlikely that
patients would have obtained medication from a pharmacy outside the electronic record zone, we
can neither know whether our patients sourced medication from elsewhere, including other family
members, nor whether tablets bought were then consumed. However, it does seem reasonable to
assume that most people take their own medications, rather than those of others. An important
advantage of this study is that no intervention that might artificially elevate adherence was used. It
is also a population-based sample, rather than a hospital- or physician-based sample, with a
widespread social demography. It also comes from a public health system where health records and
pharmacy dispensing records are linked.
The study results are striking and concerning. Perhaps we should not be surprised given that we
know beta-blocker adherence after coronary syndromes is generally poor, with adherence at 3 years
of post myocardial infarction assessed at 48 to 64%.(149, 216) However, in LQTS literature,
beyond documenting that poor adherence occurs on days of cardiac arrest, which might therefore be
a consequence of medication failure,(111) quantification of general beta-blocker adherence is
generally absent. Some registry data in LQTS assure us that good adherence tends to ensure good
outcome, whereas other research excluded known noncompliant patients from their cohort when
discussing beta-blocker efficacy.(160) Nonadherence may be similar amongst the different betablocker types,(24) but adherence with more complex (twice daily) regimens tends to be lower than
simple (daily) regimens, so it seems logical where possible to use a preparation, which can be given
once a day.(217) The present study is too small to address this question.
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We could not identify any clinical or demographic features that predict patient adherence. Others
have found in New Zealand that younger aged patients (35–45 years versus 55–64) and those of
Maori or Pacific ethnicity (versus those of European descent) are less likely to have adequate
adherence.(215) Even those with severe disease, from affluent social deciles, commonly did not
adhere to their beta-blocker therapy. This seems surprising, and clearly needs to be evaluated
further. There is now a pressing need to discover the reasons for nonadherence in this population.
Readers might wonder whether there is something about our service or population which would
make nonadherence more likely. On the positive side, specialist consultations are free, and
prescription costs are low: $5 NZD ($3.30 USD) per item and are free for children <12 years of age
and those who are unemployed or in financial hardship. Auckland city has a well-developed cardiac
genetic service, with one of the highest detection rates of LQTS in the world,(40) and well-described
protocols for management.(194) On the negative side, national regulations dictate that physicians
can only prescribe a medication for 3 months at a time. A repeat prescription must be obtained to
continue even when the medication is long term. This process may be semi-automated, usually
through the family practitioner, but may well be a practical deterrent, although it cannot explain the
10% who never even started to take their beta-blockers.
This study confirms that our ability to accurately assess patient adherence in clinic is low. This is
most noticeable in the discrepancy between patients’ positive responses to questions about
medication adherence when they were not in possession of medication according to their electronic
dispensation records.
Further studies with a wider population base are required, and back up questionnaires will aim to
document patient’s attitude to their condition, their medication and their perceived medication
adherence.

Limitations
Although all pharmacies within the Auckland region are currently contributing to dispensing data,
patients may have collected medicine outside this geographical region, and thus been to a pharmacy
that had not yet enrolled in the dispensing records scheme. We ensured that all patients had some
documented interaction with Auckland region health care during periods of apparent nonadherence
(manifested by either an appointment or other medication dispensation), and used MPR, an average
measure of adherence over time, rather than considering adherence at various time points during
follow-up. Furthermore, these 68 individuals were the total population available, and therefore
differences would need to be large to be able to demonstrate them statistically.
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Using pharmacy dispensing data assumes a prescription collected is a prescription consumed as
directed on the label. Variations to this include patient nonadherence (either deliberate or
unintentional), or when the prescriber has instructed the patient to modify the dose (e.g., dose
increases after a certain time period).

Conclusions
This first formal study of adherence to beta-blockade therapy in LQTS in a country with a public
health service and low-prescription costs reveals that adherence is ideal in only a small minority and
is poor or even absent in half. The cornerstone of therapy in LQTS has an Achilles heel. There is
much work to be done to find out how common this problem is elsewhere and what can be done to
improve it.
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Chapter 5: Physical and psychological consequences of left
cardiac sympathetic denervation in long QT syndrome and
catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia
This chapter has been published.(34) Video assisted thoracoscopic sympathectomy is used to treat
various disorders, most commonly focal hyperhidrosis and facial blushing.(218) The procedure
(where the lower part of the left stellate ganglion and first 4–5 thoracic ganglia are ablated) also
significantly reduces the occurrence and frequency of symptoms in long-QT syndrome (LQTS) and
catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), even in high-risk populations.(40,
66, 111, 161, 165, 166, 168, 170, 212, 219-223)
Side effects of sympathectomy have been well documented in the hyperhidrosis and blushing
populations and include compensatory/reflex hyperhidrosis, pain, gustatory sweating, and Horner
syndrome.(168-170) However, there is scant acknowledgment of these symptoms in cardiology
literature. To make a balanced decision regarding the risk- benefit ratio for this procedure and to
counsel our patients to help them make an informed choice, clinicians need to appreciate the
experience of patients who have had the procedure previously for the same indications. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to report the physical and psychological consequences of left
cardiac sympathetic denervation (LSCD) and satisfaction among patients who had undergone videoassisted thoracoscopic LSCD for either LQTS or CPVT.

Methods
Study Population
Forty-seven patients who had undergone a minimally invasive, video-assisted LCSD for the
treatment of LQTS or CPVT in New Zealand were included. All were enrolled in the New Zealand
Cardiac Inherited Diseases Registry and consented to their data being used for research.(40)
Procedures were performed between 2008 and 2014 by 1 of 2 surgeons; median age at the time of
LCSD was 17 years (range, 2–64 years); 34 patients were women (72%), and 13 were men. Patients
who had the same procedure for other indications, or who had open surgery, were excluded.
Pretreatment counseling was performed by the senior author and the surgeon performing the
procedure.
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An experienced clinician made a clinical diagnosis of LQTS or CPVT, and genotyping was
subsequently attempted in all but 1 patient.(40) Referral for LCSD was considered clinically
appropriate.

Data Collection
Patient Information
Demographic and clinical data were obtained from medical records, most of which were stored
prospectively as a part of the registry. Clinical diagnosis, genotype, mutation, most severe symptom
pre-LCSD, medical therapy before and after the procedure, and indication for and details about the
procedure were recorded. Age at LCSD was recorded, and mean/median QTc is for LQTS patients
only.

Physical and Psychological Consequences of LCSD
A single questionnaire was administered via telephone by the first author to patients aged >18 years
(n=25) or to the parents if patient were younger at the time of the survey (n=18) (Appendix A). One
teenager responded to the questionnaire, but with parental consent. Questions were constructed to
retrospectively assess baseline level of psychosocial stress, overall satisfaction, and physical and
psychological sequelae from the procedure. Half of the questions provided scores out of 5. With
regard to feelings of anxiety or depression, adult and pediatric patients and parents were asked to
rate how often they felt anxious or depressed, where 1 = none of the time and 5 = all of the time.
Answers were documented and were analysed for common themes and notable side effects.
Institutional ethical approval was obtained before survey.

ECG Analysis
Twelve-lead ECG analysis was performed by the first author blinded to patient identity, genotype,
and clinical situation. The QT interval was measured from the beginning of the QRS complex to the
end of the T-wave (defined using the tangent technique, where the tangent of the steepest slope of
the second limb of the T-wave crosses the isoelectric line).(66) Bazett correction was used, and the
longest measurement of lead II or V5 was taken from the ECGs taken the day before and after
LCSD or as near to this time as possible.

Statistical Analyses
Assumptions of the t-test, and all data were analysed by unpaired parametric and nonparametric tests
as appropriate, including 2-way ANOVA, unpaired t-test, and column statistics. Statistical analyses
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were performed using GraphPad Prism version 6.0e for Mac (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA;
www.graphpad.com) and using SAS version 9.4 (Cary, NC).

Surgical Technique
Surgeons performed the procedure using video-assisted thoracoscopic surgical approaches with
double-lumen endotracheal intubation and selective deflation of the left lung. Resection of the
sympathetic chain was performed using minimally invasive techniques via either 1 or 3 axillary
ports. The proximal extent of sympathectomy was either aggressive, which included sacrificing the
lower third to lower half of the stellate ganglion (n=13; 28%) or conservative, which involved
sparing the majority of the lower third of the stellate ganglion (n=34; 72%). Patients’ mean age was
lower in the aggressive group than in the conservative group (16.5 versus 26 years; P=0.3). When
comparing the aggressive and the conservative groups, there were no significant differences with
reference to sex (with a preponderance of women in both groups; 8 [69%] versus 25 [74%]; P=0.3)
or underlying disease (LQTS versus CPVT; P=1.0). Intraoperative intercostal drains were not used,
and at the end of the procedure, air was evacuated. Patients were admitted to the intensive care unit
postoperatively and discharged home after a median of 1 day (range, 0–13 days). One patient selfdischarged on day 0, and the 13-day admission was because of complex management issues in a
patient with Jervell and Lange-Nielsen syndrome, unrelated to LCSD. All other patients had 1 to 2
days of postoperative stay.

Results
Clinical Cohort
All patients had unequivocal phenotypic evidence of disease, 40 with LQTS and 7 with CPVT.(40)
Additional details of the study cohort are shown in Table 12 and Figure 18.
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LQTS (n=40)

CPVT (n=7)

Males Females Total Males Females Total
Genotype and Sex
KCNQ1

6

17

23

-

-

-

KCNH2

3

8

11

-

-

-

SCN5A

0

1

1

-

-

-

Gene negative

3

2

5

-

-

-

RyR2

-

-

-

1

5

6

Untested

-

-

-

0

1

1

Pre-operative symptoms
Cardiac arrest

2

1

Near drowning

6

1

Syncope

12

4

Asymptomatic

20

1

Nadolol

14

3

Metoprolol controlled release

9

2

Atenolol

1

0

14

1

10

0

1*

6†

3‡

0

2

0

5

0

1

0

Family history SCD

1

0

Desire to perform high

2

0

Pre-operative beta-blockade

Indications for LCSD for the entire cohort (n=47)
Medical therapy
Beta-blocker intolerance
XXXXor contraindication
Beta-blocker nonXXXXadherence
Disease related factors
Disease
Aggressive disease
Symptoms on medical
XXXXtherapy
QTc>550ms
QTc>520ms and near
XXXXdrowning
Patient choice
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XXXXlevel sports
For increased sense of
XXXXsafety

1

0

Indications for LCSD for the asymptomatic cohort (n=21)
Medical therapy
Beta-blocker intolerance
XXXXor contraindication (%)
Beta-blocker nonXXXXadherence
Disease related factors

7

0

5

0

1*

2†

3

QTc≥560ms

3

Patient choice (%)
Table 14. Baseline characteristics of the LCSD study cohort.(34)

*LQT3; †CPVT; ‡3 paediatric patients presenting respectively with near drowning, syncope during running race
and syncope under water
§ SCD: sudden cardiac death

Figure 18. Major indication for each patient for left cardiac sympathetic denervation included beta-blocker
intolerance/contraindication, beta-blocker nonadherence, disease-related factors, and patient choice. Diseaserelated factors include those with catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT), long QT
syndrome type 3 (LQT3), those who experienced symptoms while compliant with medical therapy, or those with
a prolonged QTc (>550ms or >520ms with another indication). Patient choice includes those patients who had a
family history of sudden cardiac death, wished to perform high-level sport, or others.(34)
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The most common indications for LCSD related to medical therapy included inability to take betablockers because of intolerance or contraindication such as asthma in 15 (32%) patients, and
nonadherence to therapy in 10 (21%) patients.

Baseline Psychological Status
Self-reported retrospective scores of anxiety and depression were provided by adult patients, and by
parents of the affected children for themselves and their children if the patients were aged <18 years
at the time of the survey.

Adult Patients (>18 Years)
Twenty-four of 25 adults answered the questions about preoperative anxiety and depression; median
anxiety score was 2.5 (range, 1–4: i.e., anxious none to most of the time, respectively), and baseline
depression median score was 1 (range, 1–4). Seven adults (29%) reported feelings of anxiety related
to LQTS/CPVT most of the time, and 6 (25%) reported feeling depressed most of the time.

Pediatric Patients
Nineteen of the 26 pediatric patients were still <18 years old at the time of the survey, and for this
cohort, parents were asked about their own and their children’s baseline scores. However, 1 child
was too young (4 years old) at the time of surgery for the parents to assess psychological status, 1
parent was unable to answer the questions on behalf of their child, and 1 teenager answered the
questions herself (after parental consent). Retrospectively, parents’ self-reported median anxiety
and depression scores were 3 (range, 1–4). They rated their children’s preoperative baseline anxiety
and depression with median scores of 1 (range, 1–5). Five children were given a score of 4 or 5 of 5
for anxiety or depression by their parents. Of the 17 paired parent/child responses, baseline
psychological scores were similar except in 5 cases where anxiety or depression was much higher in
3 parents than in their children and much higher in 2 children. Patient’s depression and anxiety
were highly correlated among the cohort (Spearman correlation, 0.84).

Postoperative Course
Follow-up by telephone survey and review of case notes were performed after a median follow-up
of 29 months after LCSD (range, 1–67 months). Tables 15 and 16 show patient comments on side
effects.
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Old lady skin on the left side.

Dry skin

My left hand doesn’t crinkle, even in the pool.
Jekyll and Hyde.

Harlequin type facial split

Embarrassing.
It’s really bizarre. I’m a freak, a smelly freak on the right-hand

Compensatory

side.

hyperhidrosis

Embarrassing! I’d get the other side done, but then where would
all the sweat go?!

Differential hand

Ice cold left hand.

temperatures
Difficulties in temperature

One hot side and one cold side make it difficult in bed.

regulation
Now I get butterflies in my stomach instead of fast heart beats
and faints/seizures. I feel more detached, and don’t feel
embarrassed, sad, angry or disappointed anymore. Not getting
angry is a bonus with a 15-year-old daughter. At times I know
that I’m angry, but I don’t have a fright/flight response, I have no

Emotional and
psychological sequelae

startle response, and have a dull thud feeling instead. I don’t
actually feel sad when I hear sad/bad news. I recognise the
situation is a sad one, so cognitively adjust my behaviour and
response accordingly.
I don’t get really anxious anymore, no more sudden adrenaline
surges.
I used to hate getting a fright, but now there is much less of a jolt,
and I’m much calmer with frights.

Table 15. Patient and caregiver comments describing side effects occurring after left cardiac sympathetic
denervation for long QT syndrome or catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia.(34)

I see sympathectomy as a passage back to normal life.
Peace of mind for parents. Do it the “sooner the better”. Extra insurance.
Made my life better. I wish it was done earlier. Ends suffering.
Reduces risk of sudden death, it’s lifesaving, the benefits far outweigh the side effects.
Might as well have it done, because no difference afterwards (back to normal). I’m safe;
it’s an extra thing to be safe.
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Eliminates worry, and if something happens in the future, I don’t have to think ‘what if?’.
Helps keep you alive, wouldn’t want to be left wondering.
It’s given me confidence; I’ve done something to make me safer.
Table 16. Patient and caregiver comments describing satisfaction having had left cardiac sympathetic
denervation for long QT syndrome or catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia.(34)

General Recovery
Majority of the patients (79%) were satisfied with their operation overall with regard to pain relief,
side effects, physical and emotional recovery, and economic considerations (Table 15). There was
no significant relationship between satisfaction and preoperative depression or anxiety (P=0.12) and
P=0.08 respectively), length of postoperative follow-up (P=0.17), or severity of preoperative
symptoms (P=0.61). Figure 19 and Table 17 show data on 44 patients who completed the survey,
their side effects, and survey response scores.

Post-operative physical and psychological sequelae of LCSD

n (%)

Dry skin

29 (67%)

Harlequin type flush

27 (63%)

Hyperhidrosis

24 (56%)

Pain

8 (19%)

Difference in hand temperature

11 (26%)

Thermoregulation difficulties

5 (12%)

Ptosis (permanent plus transient)

9 (21%)

Ptosis (permanent)

5 (12%)

Ptosis (transient)

4 (9%)

Paraesthesia

2 (5%)

Loss of sympathetic flight/fright response

3 (7%)

Post-operative satisfaction

34/43 (79%)

Feel happy with their surgical scar appearance (score 1,2 or 3 out of 5)

41/44 (93%)

Feel positive after procedure (positive versus negative)

35/41 (85%)

Feel safer after procedure (score 1 or 2 out of 5; the remainder felt the same as preoperatively, score 3/5)

33/44 (75%)

Feel happy the procedure happened (score 1 or 2 out of 5)

38/44 (86%)

Feel no regret that the procedure happened (score 4 or 5 out of 5)

40/44 (91%)

Would recommend the procedure to someone like you/your child (yes versus no,

40/44 (91%)
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unsure)
Table 17. Postoperative physical and psychological consequences of left cardiac sympathetic denervation,
postoperative satisfaction(34)

Figure 19. Results from 44 patients who completed the telephone survey. Black boxes represent symptoms and
grey boxes indicate transient symptoms. Ticks represent that the patients are happy with the procedure (score 493

5 of 5) and would recommend the procedure to a similarly affected person. Question marks represent that the
patients feel neutral toward the procedure or recommending it to others. Crosses represent the patient was
unhappy that the sympathectomy was carried out (score 2 of 5) or that they would not recommend the procedure
to others.(34)

Follow-up occurred over a median of 29 months postoperatively (range 1 month to 5 years and 7
months). There was no perioperative mortality or major complications requiring surgical
reintervention. One death occurred 47 months after LCSD, but this was non-cardiac and unrelated
to the procedure.

Cardiac Events
During 116 patient-years of follow-up, 1 patient with LQTS, 1 with Jervell and Lange-Nielsen
LQTS, and 3 with CPVT experienced cardiac events (i.e., 1+1/40 patients with LQTS, 5%; 3/7
patients with CPVT, 43%). This did not vary with the degree of sympathetic resection (LQTS,
P=0.45; CPVT, P=0.43). The patient with single-mutation LQTS was 17 years old at LCSD and
carried the KCNQ1 c.797T>C missense mutation, and her longest preoperative QTc was 522ms.
QTc before the procedure was 483ms, and 431ms after 2 years. She adhered to controlled-release
metoprolol both pre- and postoperatively, and her worst symptom (in both time periods) was classic
arrhythmic syncope, which resulted in implantable cardioverter defibrillator insertion after the
postoperative event. Five of the 7 patients with CPVT had their procedure performed before
flecainide was known to be therapeutic.(221)
Of the 3 patients with CPVT who experienced postoperative cardiac events, 1 refused medical
therapy, 1 was on low-dose beta-blockade without uptitration because of failure to attend follow-up
appointments, and the third was on both nadolol and flecainide at the time of her arrest. There was
no relationship between the degree of sympathetic resection and occurrence of postoperative
symptoms.

Electrocardiographic Changes
Median QTc among patients with LQTS was 461±54ms postoperatively (P=0.49).

Physical Sequelae
Dry Skin
The most common effect reported from the procedure was dry skin on the left side of the body
(67%). Twenty-nine patients reported a dry left hand, including 3 who also reported a dry face (on
left side), and 3 reported dry left foot. Seven patients used extra (or stronger) moisturiser on the left
side.
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Harlequin-Type Facial Flush
The second most common effect was having a marked Harlequin-type demarcation in color on, at
least, the face (63%): 17 reported this on the face only, 3 on hand only, and 5 on the whole body,
and 8 patients reported worsening of this effect after exertion (Figure 20).

Figure 20. Patient 10 after 10.1 metabolic equivalents of exercise demonstrating the Harlequin-type facial flush,
with flushed right side of face and normal/pale left side.(34)

Compensatory Hyperhidrosis
Fifty-five percent of patients reported problems with excessive sweating on the right side (Figure
21). Lifestyle adjustments included using heavy-duty antiperspirant (including the lumbar back)
carrying a towel always, and using grip aids to play sport (with the dry left hand losing grip). One
patient used grip aids because of sweaty right hand, one slipped because of dry left hand, and a third
used sticky stuff on the hands while playing netball (parent unsure of side).
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Figure 21. Patient 10 after 10.1 metabolic equivalents of exercise demonstrating the difference in sweating, with
sweaty right side of face and dry left side.(34)

Pain
Five patients reported severe pain in hospital, necessitating extra analgesia (11%). Three patients
(7%) experienced a shooting type of pain down the left side, which resolved after 1 to 8 months. No
patients had chronic pain, and 1 patient reported resolution of pre-existing chronic upper back pain.

Hand Temperature
Eleven patients (25%) reported significant differences in the temperature of their hands; however,
they were not all able to state which hand was warm or cold.

Thermoregulation Difficulties
Five patients (11%) reported a definite hot and cold side of the body (right:left, 50:50). They
commented that it was difficult to regulate their body temperature, particularly in bed or in cold
weather.

Ptosis
Nine patients reported ptosis on the left side. In 4 individuals, this was transient lasting between 3
days and approximately 6 months. Five patients (11%) had permanent ptosis (at median follow-up
of 26 months; range, 9–55 months), all reported as very mild, and none reported disappointment
(Figure 22). One patient reported that the ptosis worsened with fatigue.

Figure 22. Patient 3 has permanent left eyelid ptosis and miosis following LCSD for LQTS.(34)
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Paresthesia
Two women (5%) reported a sensation of reduced feeling and tingling in the left fingers and arm up
to the elbow.

Emotional/Psychological Sequelae
Loss of Sympathetic Flight/Fright Response
Three women (7%) reported that they were much calmer in situation that previously would have
been alarming or frightening. One also felt detached in sad or angry circumstances.

Satisfaction
The majority of patients were satisfied postoperatively and they felt positive, felt safer, and were
happy to recommend the procedure to others (Figure 19; Table 16 and 17 for patient comments).

Symptom Duration
Three patients reported that their symptoms were worst in the first year (or second) and then
improved.

Comparison of Side Effects According to Degree of Resection
When comparing the aggressive versus conservative resection groups, there were no significant
differences in dry skin (P=0.14), Harlequin-type facial flush (P=0.72), compensatory hyperhidrosis
(P=1.0), hand temperature (P=0.47), pain (P=0.32), thermoregulation difficulties (P=1.0),
paresthesia (P=0.56), or loss of sympathetic drive (P=0.55). When both transient and permanent
ptosis were included, then there was a significant different between aggressive (n=5/10) and
conservative (n=3/31; P=0.009) groups.

Discussion
The left cardiac sympathectomy, first described in 1971,(222) has recently re-emerged as an
important therapeutic option for both LQTS and CPVT and can now be performed
thoracoscopically. The procedure is both safe(170) and efficacious.(161) For some patients, it is
first-line therapy when beta-blockers are contraindicated or cannot be tolerated. In our New Zealand
population, poor long-term adherence to therapy, a major hazard in those severely affected,(111)
remains a significant problem. The fact that 3 of our patients who underwent LCSD for
nonadherence can no longer be traced underscored the potential value of this procedure in patients
who only intermittently engage with health services. Nevertheless, this is a procedure with side
effects, most of which are permanent, so accurate counseling before the procedure is essential.
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The present study documents high rates of morbidity related to side effects, sometimes associated
with significant levels of embarrassment and distress. The side effects described by our cohort are
consistent with those when the sympathectomy is done for other reasons,(66, 111, 161, 165, 166,
168, 170, 212, 219-223) and may be more severe because of the ablations of the second thoracic
ganglion, which is associated with more pronounced compensatory hyperhidrosis.(170, 224)
However, most other indications, such as hyperhidrosis, involve bilateral sympathectomy, so the
Harlequin effect does not occur. Furthermore, patients with LQTS and CPVT tend to have
underlying anxiety(225) and sometimes depression(182) related indirectly to their condition and also
to the sacrifices and lifestyle changes they must make. They often also have a traumatic personal or
family history. This background, confirmed by the baseline psychological profile in this study, may
explain the overall satisfaction among patients with LQTS and CPVT who have undergone LCSD.
The sympathectomy gives them a sense of safety and a sense that they can lead a relatively normal
life, which is evident from a patient’s comment: “I see sympathectomy as a passage back to normal
life.”
Before this investigation, we and others have counseled our patients that permanent ptosis was the
most significant (but uncommon) side effect.(226) However, in this study, patients often recalled
their side effects with some distress. They described embarrassment, inconvenience, and
annoyance. We are now able to give a more thorough and honest account of life after an LCSD.
The findings of this review have resulted in a change of emphasis in our counseling practice; we
highlight the compensatory hyperhidrosis, Harlequin-type facial flush, and the less common and
very mild ptosis. Advising the patients about overwhelming patient satisfaction is as important as
warning them of the side effects. Regarding the occurrence of Horner syndrome, we found no
difference between aggressive and conservative surgical technique, but given the low prevalence, a
larger series may be needed to clarify this.
This study adds a new perspective to the side effects of sympathectomy. Studies on LQTS and
CPVT populations suggest that the side effects of LCSD are mild and limited.(227) Previous
reports of side effects from the larger cohorts where sympathectomy is performed for hyperhidrosis
or facial flushing were based on physician-only assessments(168, 169); patient commentary was
excluded and may anyway be different since the procedure was largely for cosmetic reasons.(170)
The majority of patients in our cohort would strongly disagree that side effects are minimal, but
agree that they are outweighed by the benefits.(227)
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This study was not designed to assess the efficacy of reducing cardiac events; nevertheless, there are
still important findings. In case reports and small series, LCSD has been reported to have
significantly reduced the occurrence of cardiac events in patients with CPVT.(212, 220, 228-233) In
the largest and most recent series published, 54 symptomatic patients with CPVT underwent LCSD.
Although the number of patients who had an incomplete LCSD was small, the authors reported that
those who had a complete LCSD were much less likely to have postoperative cardiac events
compared with those who had an incomplete denervation (8/47 [17%] versus 5/7 [71%];
P<0.01).(233) Six patients (86%) were preoperatively symptomatic, and 3 of 7 (43%) were
postoperatively symptomatic (postoperative median follow-up of 45 months; range, 6–67 months;
24 patient years). Therefore, it should be emphasised that long-term adherence to medical therapy,
importantly flecainide therapy, is paramount in the care of individuals with CPVT.
A limitation of this study is the reliance on patient reporting and lack of objective measures. This
may result in a higher incidence of reported side effects compared with other series.
Nonconfidential responses may introduce bias, but given the high morbidity reported, we feel that
the impact of this would be minimal. Furthermore, no validated questionnaire was suitable for this
study cohort. Although there are inherent challenges in interviewing children and there may be a
discordance between responses of parents and children, we performed an ordinal logistic regression
excluding parental data to minimise this issue. Follow-up is variable and <1 year in 23% of the
cohort, a time when side effects are more pronounced (both in our series and in others).(168)

Conclusions
This study documents, for the first time, side effects and patient satisfaction associated with
minimally invasive video-assisted thoracoscopic LCSD in LQTS and CPVT populations. Although
morbidity was high (most commonly because of dry skin, compensatory hyperhidrosis, and
Harlequin-type facial flush), so too was patient satisfaction, with 91% of patients recommending the
procedure to other affected patients. Extent of surgical resection influenced risk of ptosis, but not of
other outcomes. This study enables us to counsel patients better before they undergo this treatment.
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Chapter 6: Review of studies and areas of future research
This thesis focuses on the clinical aspects of LQTS, and follows a clinician’s approach to a patient:
history, examination/investigations, medical and surgical management. The research has shown that
taking a family history enhances diagnosis of cardiac inherited diseases amongst patients admitted
on a cardiology ward where the aetiology of their presentation is unknown. The study also showed
that cardiology inpatient teams generally perform family history taking poorly, either including
errors or omitting to perform it at all. Therefore, having dedicated personnel on the ward trained in
family history taking will be useful to detect these conditions and to train staff. Raising awareness
of these conditions among nursing and paramedical staff will inevitably have further positive effects
on these patients who often find themselves in a service focused sharply on coronary artery disease.
Quantifying these effects quantitatively is challenging, but this study at least shows benefit in terms
of making a diagnosis of a familial condition and likely increased detection of other family
members.
The research evaluating a new Holter monitor recording method on restricted heart rates, established
that the reproducibility of the technique is superior to that of the 12-lead ECG. Measurements of
ventricular repolarisation were shorter in adult males than in women or children, suggesting that
male gonadal hormones may have a more important influence on QTc than female gonadal
hormones. When this technique is used in the investigation of a family presenting for assessment of
possible LQTS, it has a higher sensitivity and specificity for diagnosing LQTS and determining risk
of symptoms and cardiac arrest than the initial ECG. We hope that others will now evaluate this
technique in different cohorts internationally. Further numbers are now needed among adult males
to more closely define a normative range. Serial Holter evaluations will not only establish the
temporal variability of the technique but also allow the assessment of interventional strategies, and
the adverse effects of QT prolonging drugs.
Despite the observational data showing efficacy of beta-blockers in reducing risk of symptoms and
sudden death amongst those with LQTS, there was no data documenting adherence amongst this
population. The study reported in this thesis, using linked electronic health records showed that just
over half the Auckland LQTS population had suboptimal supplies of beta-blockers. Only 13% of
our population had sufficient supplies of medication to have “ideal” adherence (i.e. enough tablets to
take every day). These results were unexpected in our cohort followed by dedicated specialists, and
no studied variable predicted why adherence was so low. Future research is required looking at
cohorts from different countries and social/cultural environments. The availability of these
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continuous electronic pharmacy records also allows for the monitoring of interventions designed to
increase adherence.
A follow-on study regarding reasons underlying beta-blocker adherence has been planned, and
several international collaborators have agreed to participate (including Harvard Medical School,
Boston USA; Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam Netherlands; and the Australian Genetic Heart
Disease Registry, Sydney Australia). In this study, we seek to define adherence amongst a larger
LQTS population and document clinical and socioeconomic variables affecting adherence.
Finally, for the first time, we documented the physical and psychological consequences of surgical
management (left cardiac sympathetic denervation) for LQTS (and catecholaminergic polymorphic
ventricular tachycardia). This procedure has been shown to reduce the frequency of cardiac events
amongst this population, but documentation of side effects was extremely limited. Therefore,
gaining informed consent relied mainly on theoretical assumptions. As a result of this study, we
have shown that morbidity is high and includes most commonly dry skin, a Harlequin-type facial
flush and hyperhidrosis. Permanent ptosis, which was perhaps the most commonly documented
issue with the procedure was only reported by 9% of our cohort. We also documented high levels of
patient satisfaction, with the majority having no regret that the procedure occurred and being happy
to recommend the procedure to a similarly affected person.
The huge advances in genetic diagnosis have facilitated tremendous progress in the detection and
characterization of cardiac inherited conditions. As this progress accelerates it is essential that the
management and well-being of those who are detected remains under the scrutiny of high quality
clinical and translational research. Such has been the aims of this thesis, in accordance with the core
aims of the cardiac inherited disease group in New Zealand: to “Detect. Protect. Enable.” people
with inherited cardiac conditions.
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Appendix A
Questionnaire
TO BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO TELEPHONE CONTACT

PATIENT DETAILS
STICKY LABEL

Treating cardiologist
Date of procedure
Surgeon / Anaesthetist
Surgical technique
-number of ports
-patient position
Anaesthetic/Intubating technique
-CO2 insufflation
-apnoea
Age, height, weight at op, ethnicity
Date of follow up: clinical
Date of follow up: phone
Medications pre op
Medications post op
Other medical problems/PMH
Type of LQTS/
gene result
Significant LQTS history (ICD/arrest etc)
Indication: Primary/Secondary
Family history
Pre-operative QT and QTc
Pre-operative T wave morphology
Post-operative QT & QTc in hospital
Post-operative QT & QTc follow up (date)
T wave morphology post operative
COLLECT AT TIME OF TELEPHONE CONTACT
Name of person completing questionnaire
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Age/Sex/Clinically affected
Relationship to person having LCSD

How did you (adult) feel
BEFORE the procedure:

How did your child feel
BEFORE the procedure:
Was it a difficult decision to
have the procedure?

1= none of the time, 2= a little of the time, 3 = some of the
time, 4 = most of the time, 5= all of the time
Not anxious 1 2 3 4 5 Anxious all the time
Not sad/Depressed 1 2 3 4 5 Sad/depressed all the time
1= none of the time, 2= a little of the time, 3 = some of the
time, 4 = most of the time, 5= all of the time
Not scared 1 2 3 4 5 Scared all the time
Not flat/down 1 2 3 4 5 Flat/down all the time
Not hard 1 2 3 4 5 Hard

Why?

Risks and worry about side effects of sympathectomy?
Worry about operation/anaesthetic
Worry about what your child would think later in life?

If prompting needed, eg:

Other…….

Why did your child have the
procedure?
If prompting needed, eg:

Because they/I wanted it
Because the doctor recommended it
Couldn’t  take  beta  blockers
Needed more protection
Other…….
Overall recovery: Considering pain relief, side effects,
physical and emotional recovery and economic
considerations, how satisfied are you with the operation?
Not satisfied 1 2 3 4 5 Very satisfied
Scars: Very unhappy 1 2 3 4 5 Very happy
Droopy eye lid:

Any effects from the
procedure?
Sweating:

Immediate post op Yes / No
Now: Yes / No
How long before it resolved?................

Left hand: Dry / Normal
Left arm pit: Dry / Normal
Right  hand……………………
Excessive  sweating  post  op……………………
Change  in  colour…………………………………

Any  others………………......…………………………………...
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Mood is different: Embarrassed/Sad/Angry/Disappointed
Are any effects negative?
Feel different about body image:
From a mood or body image
Feel different physically:
or physical perspective?
Other
Positive/Negative
Safer 1 2 3 4 5 Less safe
How do you/your child feel
overall after the procedure?

Happy it happened 1 2 3 4 5 Not happy it happened
Regret it happened 1 2 3 4 5 No regret
Any faints or cardiac arrest since sympathectomy?
Other

Having gone through the sympathectomy, would
you recommend someone like you/your child have
the procedure
Yes/No
Why?
Could we do anything to make it easier for your
and your child?
Do you have any concerns or issues regarding your
LCSD or LQTS Tx you would like us to contact your
treating cardiologist about?
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